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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Significance of this Research 

This thesis offers a technique for identifying aboriginal trade and European 

expedition routes that is not currently being used in archeological research. This is a 

multidisciplinary technique using historical documents, ethnographic documents, and a 

military terrain analysis method that identifies movement corridors. The second goal of 

this thesis is to offer a plausible route for one of the earliest European excursions into the 

interior of Texas, the expedition of Juan Dominguez de Mendoza and Father Nicholas 

Lopez. 

This military terrain technique used to locate travel routes is different from the one 

used by Foster (1995). He relies on several expeditions using the same route and makes a 

cross-diary examination to determine key locations. He then uses topographical maps to 

verify the location and aerial or ground surveys for further confirmation (Foster 1995:7-

11). The technique used for this thesis differs in that it uses the topographic maps to 

identify possible routes and then compares the possible routes to known trails and roads 

mapped by the United States Army personnel stationed on the frontier. This technique 

allows for the use of a single diary and identification of camp sites with a finer degree of 

accuracy than is provided by Foster (1995). 

The route of the Mendoza-Lopez expedition has never been satisfactorily 

determined. Bolton (1915), J.W. Williams (1962, 1979), O.W. Williams (n.d.) and 

Conner (1969, 1972) offer possible routes, with general agreement on the first part of the 

route. It is after the expedition reaches the Rio de las Perlas or Rio Nueces (modem day 

Texas Concho and Colorado rivers) (Bohon 1915:336) that the various authorities differ 

significantly in their interpretation of the route to, and location of, San Clemente. 

Bohon (1915:338) holds that the expedition moved down the Texas Concho River 

to its confluence with the Colorado River. Indeed, a Texas Centennial marker 

commemorating the "Mission San Clemente" was placed on the Currie Ranch to 
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commemorate the bulwark constmcted by Mendoza. Another marker can be found five 

miles south of Ballinger, Texas, on the east side of U.S. Highway 83 Despite several 

non-professional and professional attempts to fix the "mission" site, no archaeological 

evidence has been found to support a Colorado/Concho river site. A survey of likely 

locations was conducted in 1974 and several sites with stmctures were located. These 

include 41 CC 10, 41 CC 11, 41 CC 12, and 41 CC 13, but none of these sites have 

Spanish Colonial components. Investigation of lands involved in the OH Ivie (Lake 

Stacy) Reservoir likewise revealed no evidence of Spanish Colonial activity (Earls et al. 

1993). 

Conner (1969) felt that the expedition turned south prior to reaching the 

confluence of the Concho and Colorado rivers. This is more easily supported than 

Bolton's route. Conner feh that the "mission" must have been sited on the San Saba 

River. He offered a rock stmcture as a possible location, but excavation of the structure 

revealed no artifacts that dated prior to 1870 (Conner 1969:29). J.W Williams 

(1979:196) offers a different version of the route. He places the "mission" on the South 

Llano River, but no archeological evidence is available to support this location. 

This thesis will offer eyddence for a plausible route for the Mendoza-Lopez 

expedition derived by a technique not currently in use in archeological research. It will 

show that the natural resources and routes mentioned by Mendoza in his itinerary are the 

same resources and roads that were needed by the first Anglos to thoroughly map routes 

through this area, namely members of the U.S. Army. Old military maps and itineraries 

will be consulted for possible routes and site locations. These routes will then be cross

checked against modem sources and a military technique for locating available routes will 

then provide a further cross-check with the proposed routes. 

After the route is established, a location for the resuhing "mission," a two-room 

bulwark built both for defense and for religious services (Bohon, 1915:338), will be 

offered. It should be noted that Mendoza never referred to San Clemente as a mission. 

He simply referred to it as a camp site with a two-room bulwark, one room for defense 

and the other was used for a chapel. There was not a "Mission San Clemente" in the 

formal sense (Bolton 1915:337-341, Mendoza 1684:61-67). An assemblage of the 
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diagnostic artifacts expected to occur on the site will also be presented. This analysis will 

concentrate on the part of the route that lies east of the Pecos River. The portion of their 

route that lies west of the Pecos River is generally agreed upon by most of the authorities 

and a definite Pecos River crossing point can be determined. As the expedition moves 

further east the route becomes more vague due to the indistinctness of the terrain, which 

resuhs in the differences on the exact route and location of the mission. 

Accurately delineating the route to, and the location of, San Clemente would shed 

considerable light into this early chapter of Texas history as well as offer useful insights 

into the Jumano people at whose request the expedition was undertaken. But the real 

significance of this research is that it offers a method to understand the movement/trade 

routes of Native Americans. 

Research Framework 

A three-step process is used to determine the Mendoza-Lopez route. Step 1 is to 

conduct a review of the historical literature concerning the Mendoza-L6pez expedition 

and the Jumano people. This review is broken down into three parts. Part 1 is a review of 

the Spanish historical background. 

Part 2 is a review of the Jumano people and cultural traditions that made it 

advantageous for them to have a relationship with the Spanish. Their motives for 

requesting Spanish missionaries will be outlined, yvith a particular emphasis on the 

economic aspects of their relationship with the Spanish as well as other Native American 

groups. 

Part 3 is a review of the Spanish archival documents that are available on the 

expedition. This will give us a view of the Spanish point of reference which is distinct 

from the modem historical point of reference. The most obvious source is the expedition 

diary kept by some of Mendoza's men and signed by Mendoza. It details the route in a 

day-by-day format usually giving approximate distances traveled. It does not give the 

direction traveled, but simply states that they followed the camino, or road (Mendoza 

1684, Bolton 1915:313-343). 



Step 2 is a new look at the route of the Mendoza-L6pez expedition. It consists of 

two parts. Part 1 is to conduct a terrain analysis. This analysis uses various scaled maps 

to delineate movement corridors and critical terrain features, specifically vegetational and 

water resources. This technique will be a modification of that known as the "Intelligence 

Preparation of the Battlefield Process" as taught by the United States Army Command and 

General Staff School (United States Army command and General Staff School 1989: 7-1-

7-39, Headquarters, Department of the Army 1994). The plausible routes yvill then be 

compared with known Native American trails and early military routes. It yvill be argued 

that the Jumano requirements for suitable travel routes were essentially the same as those 

required by the military. 

The military terrain analysis process consists of several steps, only a portion of 

which are applicable here. The first step is to identify the limits of the area in which 

Mendoza could possibly have traveled through. The military term for this is the Area of 

Interest (Headquarters, Department of the Army 1994: 2-4 thm 2-6). Topographical 

maps of as small a scale as is practical are joined together until a map of uniform scale 

covering the entire area of interest is constmcted. This map is then laminated or covered 

with some other form of transparent material so that it can be marked on and the marks 

later erased and corrected if needed. For pinpoint analysis, even smaller scale maps can be 

used to precisely locate specific camps. 

Next we identify any and all transportation networks on the assembled map. These 

transportation networks can consist of trails, roads, rivers, and knoyvn river crossing sites. 

The sources for these known transportation routes will vary from project to project. In 

this case military maps dating fi-om the 1850s to the 1880s were used. Their relevance to 

this study will be discussed later in this thesis. 

Obstacles to Jumano travel are identified next. These obstacles can be physical 

barriers such as rough terrain and rivers or political barriers. A river need not be wide to 

be a significant obstacle. The Pecos River, for instance, is narrow but is swift flowing, 

deeply channelized and has a soft, boggy bottom except for a few locations. Rough or 

heavily wooded terrain is also of significance. This terrain is identified by the spacing and 

density of tree or bmsh cover, and the slope and rockiness of the ground. A bit of 
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common sense with perhaps some backpacking experience helps in determining these 

areas. The U.S. Army manual (Headquarters, Department of the Army 1994) that deals 

with terrain analysis is geared more to vehicular movement. By extrapolating from their 

data limits of a 6% slope as restricted and a 30% slope being almost impassable for 

horseback and foot movement can be determined. Political obstacles can also be 

considered. A political obstacle can be a boundary or region beyond or into which the 

studied people could not or would not desire to go. A good example would be the 

Comanches as an obstacle to Anglo settlement in Texas. These areas are marked on the 

map with a cross hatching and rivers which are significant water obstacles are marked in 

blue. 

Important fixed resources, or in military terminology, key terrain, is the next thing 

to be identified. This consists of anything that is at a fixed, known location that is of 

importance for economic or transportation systems. Examples include fresh water, 

crossings through or around obstacles, pecan groves, sah deposits, unique terrain, unique 

vegetational types, and transportation network intersections. These are annotated on the 

map as labeled points. 

After all of this is annotated on the map it then requires only a glance to see the 

additional movement routes that are possible because of good travel routes around 

obstacles and lead to key terrain. For a detailed analysis such as this one a ground survey 

will be required to verify the information gathered from the map and any other sources. 

Step 2, Part 2 is to hypothesize the route taken by Mendoza east of the Pecos, 

including camping places, and possible locations for the San Clemente camp site. A 

comparison of the suggested locations with the description given by Mendoza will be 

offered. This suggested route will then be cross checked with reported archaeological 

remains. 

Step 3 is the verification of the proposed route. It will consist of three parts. Part 

I is a comparison of the proposed route yvith know archeological sites. Part 2 is an 

identification of the precise location for the San Clemente site. Part 3 is a discussion of 

the archeological expectations of the site. 



Theoretical Framework 

Our theoretical background determines how research is viewed and can even color 

its resuhs. The historians who have studied the Mendoza-Lopez expedition use only 

documentary evidence or the experiences of early Anglo residents of the area in questions 

to come to their conclusions. The weakness here is that historical theoretical framework 

generally ignores the contributions of anyone but the writer of the source document. Thus 

the other researchers into the route of the Mendoza-Lopez expedition do not use the 

Jumano knowledge of the area or even acknowledge the use of native guides by the 

Europeans (Foster 1997: 22). Without Native help the Europeans would have been 

unable to traverse what to them was unknown wilderness. 

Another relevant theoretical perspective used in this thesis is military science, 

specifically the current doctrine (theory), Air-Land Battle. This also is a body of 

knowledge that gives the user a perspective that allows the filtration of all but the 

information that is relevant to a military problem. It also gives a common bases for 

decision making and for operations. At the very basic level the current U.S. Army 

doctrine is almost identical to the doctrine used around the world and back through 

history (Headquarters, Department of the Army 1993). Thus a understanding of current 

military theory gives insights into past military theory and thus can help identify locations 

that Mendoza, a Spanish military officer, would have used. 

The last theoretical perspective used here is a anthropological one. Despite a great 

deal of flux, there are three generally accepted modem archeological theories. Processual 

archeology, or "new" archeology, is an attempt to place a scientific approach to 

understanding prehistoric human behavior. It is characterized by an attempt to find 

testable hypotheses and theories used to interpret human behavior. Processualism views 

culture as a "extrasomatic adaptation," or the Unkage between humans and their 

environment. Technology is the means of that interface and thus by understanding 

technology you can understand human behay^or (Schiflfer 1996:580). 

This perspective holds that culture (technological interface with the environment) 

changes over time in a pattern that is not completely random and in fact is an evolutionary 

procession (Willey and Sabloflf 1993:220). This theory, developed during the 1960s, 
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shows the biases of its time and offers ideas, such as, if we can understand processes that 

shaped society in the past we can use them to understand the processes at work today and 

thus improve our society, and there is a formula for everything and there must be 

"universal laws of cultural dynamics" (Willey and Sablofif 1993:221). 

This approach, while having honorable goals in trying to quantify behavior, is 

overly simplistic. It largely ignores the spiritual component of behavior and tries to place 

a simple model on complex behaviors. Cowgill (1993:552) offers four criticisms of 

processual theory. (1) The emphasis on formal and computer oriented techniques often 

results in badly flawed quantitative analysis and too high a reliance on number cmnching 

techniques. (2) Processual theory relied on philosophical models that have not proven 

workable, are no longer accepted, and it tends to not follow the models very exactly (3) 

Too httle attention was paid to the linkage between the archeological data and the entities 

that created the data. (4) Processualism is based on unsatisfactory sociocultural theory 

(5) Lastly, There is great doubt that anything like universal law of human behavior exists. 

While bringing scientific discipUne to archeology with the formation of 

mathematical models and automation of data storage, processualism has moved too far in 

the direction of the cognitive, or purely logical side of human behavior. This causes the 

researcher to ignore or try to quantify facets of behavior that are spiritually or non-

logically based. These criticisms caused a movement to a new theory, primarily that of 

post-processualism. 

Post-processualism, grew largely from criticisms of processual archeology. In fact 

a large portion of post processional thought is simply a critique of processualism. Post-

processualism challenges the two basic views of processualism, that the real forces of 

history operate at a social level in a systems-like approach and that descriptions of reality 

are purely objective and not contingent on the point of reference of the observer (Barrett 

1996:576-577). Post-processuahsm holds that all human behavior is the resuh of an 

agency (which I define as a thought process point of reference), and this agency shapes 

and gives meaning to all behavior (Barrett 1996:576-577). Thus as human points of 

reference change over time and space, the meaning in behavior also changes. In other 

words like in Einsteinean Physics, everything is relative. 
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Mid-range theory is an attempt to answer criticisms of both Processual archeology 

and Post-Processual archeology. It tries to fill the middle ground between the formula and 

data based processual theory and the abstract, point of reference based, post-processual 

theory (Maschner 1996:469). It uses ethnological and historical observations to explain 

patterns in the data portions of the archeological record instead of relying on ever 

changing point of reference as in post processual theory, and in imperfect social theory 

and hard data alone as in processual archeology. The theory uses a model, such as can be 

made from experimental archeology, or by ethnographic archeology (examining an extant 

people of a similar cuhure, observing the remains of their activities, and then comparing 

these remains with data from a site) to help determine what activity took place (Binford 

1983, Trigger 1991:552). 

Middle range theory has been criticized on various fronts. Trigger (1989:391-396) 

argues that it is too specific to one activity and cannot give an overall picture of human 

activities. In general, it appears to be more technologically oriented and focused on the 

micro level. As knowledge increases on a specific type of archeological activity, the 

interpretation becomes more complex with the result that no overall conclusion can be 

reached (Trigger 1991:552). Maschner (1996:469) concurs with Trigger's criticism but 

adds that archeology needs to return to a big picture approach and use middle range 

theory as the empirical tool to understand what is occurring at a micro level yvithin the 

culture at the individual site or activity location. 

None of these theories are completely satisfactory. All of them fail to address 

some aspect of human behavior. Of the three modem theories middle range theory is 

probably the most useful at the site level as sites show slices of the remains of a human 

behaydor which middle range theory is best equipped to interpret. Parts of post-processual 

theory are more applicable at the individual agent level. But all three of these theories 

suffer from a narrowness of focus, as they account for only a small portion of the vast 

range of human behavior. In addition the theories, as well as the criticisms of the theories, 

tend to be personality-based and do not focus on providing a framework upon which 

methodology can be hung. For these various theories to be useful they need to be unified 

into a single, flexible theory that recognizes historical ethnological, empirical and even 
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folklore evidence (in cases where the studied people, or a group similar to them still 

exists) as tools whose utility varies depending on the specific requirements of the site 

and/or behavior, and the research design. 

This paper will use a combination of approaches. Elements of middle range theory 

such as site reports which draw on artifactual data and ethnological material, and 

ethnological descriptions of the Jumano will be used. Military documents and portions of 

military theory and procedures will be used to help determine movement patterns and 

campsite locations. Historical works are used to as a base line to show previous thought 

in the location of San Clemente. 



CHAPTER II 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Spanish West Texas. 1519-1680 

The Spanish presence in Texas can be broken down into three phases. The first 

phase was the early exploration of the coast and incidental crossing of the interior. The 

second phase is the early colonial period stretching from the conquest of New Mexico to 

the Pueblo Revoh. The third phase, the late colonial period, is a time of the decline of the 

Spanish hold on the area. The Mendoza-L6pez expedition occurred during the transition 

between the second and third phases. 

The first phase begins with the Alonso Alvarez de Pineda expedition of 1519. He 

sailed along the coast and his navigators compiled the earliest known map of what would 

later be Texas. This map shows only the coastal areas and does not depict interior 

features nor does it mention the inhabitants (Chipman 1992:24). 

The principal event of the first phase was the ill-fated Narvaez expedition which 

left Spain on June 17, 1527 with the goal of settling Florida. They reached the west coast 

of Florida in April of 1528. Narvaez took a detachment of 300 men to explore the 

interior, effectively cutting himself off from any support, logistical or otherwise, from his 

ships. Mid-June 1528 found him in northwestern Florida, short of food and beset by 

hostile Native Americans. Here they slaughtered their horses for food and hides, 

constmcted rafts, and sailed further along the coast in an attempt to reach Spanish 

settlements in Mexico. Upon reaching the mouth of the Mississippi River, they fell y^ctim 

to a storm which broke up the group. The crews of each raft tried to save themselves as 

best they could. Two of the rafts managed to reach an island, possibly Galveston, off the 

Texas coast. Within a short time only members of the expedition remained, the others 

falling victim to exposure, drowning, or hostile natives (Chipman 1992:28-32). 

One of the survivors, Cabeza de Vaca, who had been the treasurer and second in 

command of the expedition, became separated from the others. After four years liydng and 

trading with coastal Indians, and developing considerable skill as a trader and healer, 
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Cabeza de Vaca moved doyvn the coast and was reunited with three other Spaniards at 

what was probably the Guadalupe River in south central Texas (Chipman 1992 29). 

After two more years as captives of the Mariame and Yguaze Indians, the 

Spaniards made their escape. Using their status as traders and healers they moved flirther 

inland, crossed the Rio Grande near present day Falcon Reservoir and headed west into 

the mountains of northern Mexico in search of the Pacific coast. They crossed the 

mountains and recrossed the Rio Grande at La Junta. Here they stayed with an agricultural 

people (probably the Jumanos) who lived in fixed houses, but who left their homes once a 

year to hunt bison to the north. Thus they may have been the first Europeans to have 

contact with the Jumanos (Chipman 1992:30-32) 

The real value of Cabeza de Vaca's account is two-fold. His written reports offer 

excellent ethnographies of the 23 different, named peoples that he encountered and lived 

with on his journey (Chipman 1992:30). Secondly, his travels rekindled interest in the 

economic possibilities of the Northern Provinces. De Vaca reported mmors of the 

legendary Seven Cities of Cibola (Chipman 1992:34) and "undeniable indications of gold, 

antimony, iron and other metals" (Covey 1984:124). This interest led to the expedition of 

Coronado in 1540 (Chipman 1992:32-39). Despite Coronado's failure to locate treasure 

in the kingdom of Gran Quivira, the Spanish continued to be interested in seeking weahh 

in the north (Chipman 1992:43). 

Several other expeditions explored the Northern Provinces, some of them not 

legally sanctioned. Some were really just slave hunting expeditions. One such expedition, 

ahhough accompanied by settlers, was the entrada of Castano De Sosa in 1590. This 

expedition explored the Pecos River valley as far north as Pecos Pueblo (Hickerson 

1994:45-49). De Sosa demanded food and other tribute from the Pecos people, and 

retahated with executions and by burning kivas when the tribute demanded did not meet 

his expectations (Knaut 1995:30). Such expeditions caused the native people to distmst 

and fear the Spaniards. 

The early colonial period, the second phase of the Spanish exploration of West 

Texas, began in 1598 when Juan de Oiiate led an expedition north from Mexico with the 

objective of establishing a permanent Spanish presence in the north (Hickerson 1994:50). 
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Ofiate was instmcted to treat the people living in the Province of the North (modem Neu 

Mexico) with kindness and to avoid harsh treatment. He was to bring plenty of supplies 

with him so that he could avoid pillaging the native people. This was an effort to reverse 

the feelings by the northern tribes that the Spanish were "ragtag looters and murderers" 

(Knaut 1995:31). It was understood that, for a northern colony to be successfiil, the 

Spanish colonists must present as proper an image as possible and be well supplied so that 

they could subsist until such time as they could support themselves (Knaut 1995:31-32). 

Things did not quite work out as well as the Spanish had planned. From the beginning of 

the Spanish presence in New Mexico, Ofiate and his successors found strong hostility and 

sometimes open resistance. 

The causes of this anti-Spanish feeling were several. The previous record of slave 

raiding and high-handed demands for tribute, coupled with the unofficial practice of 

individual Spanish soldiers just taking what they wanted from the natives, could not help 

but cause suspicion and hostility. This hostility would turn into periods of active 

resistance which were mthlessly and bloodily cmshed by the soldiers (Knaut 1995:20-52). 

The Spanish clergy also oppressed the natives, particularly the Pueblos, who were the 

most vulnerable due to their stationary dwellings and way of life. Many of the native 

people accepted baptism as a way of winning favor with the Spanish, but the convert who 

was caught by a priest taking part in the traditional ceremonies found punishment to be 

swift and serious (Knaut 1995:54). Many of the natives literally took to the hills or moved 

to other pueblos that did not have a permanent Spanish presence (Knaut 1995:74-75). 

This laid the groundwork for pan-Pueblo cooperation that came to fruition in the rebellion 

of 1680. 

Another factor in the native resistance was the threat of starvation. The weather 

patterns in the area that would become New Mexico and Eastern Arizona is unpredictable. 

Long periods of drought often dismpted the growing of crops. This required the 

sedentary, agricultural people to put up significant stores of food to carry them throughout 

the periods food shortage. This system of putting up stores of food was upset when 

Spanish priests insisted upon thhes. At the same time, the soldiers and settlers demanded 

presents of hides, blankets, and maize. The soldiers even resorted to torture in order to 
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acquire their tribute. The starvation caused by these practices caused many of the Pueblos 

to seek asylum with the priests and to accept baptism to avoid starvation. The Pueblos 

hiding in the hills and with other tribes provided the militant segment of the population 

with a base from which to launch a revoh (Knaut 1995:58-66). 

The early Spanish settlers failed to build an infrastmcture that would have allowed 

them to be self-sufficient. They relied upon the tribute and native labor that was allowed 

through the system oi encomienda. In this system, a settler appointed by the governor 

had the right to demand tribute and labor from the native people. This system worked at 

cross purposes with the priests who were trying to collect their own tithes and to convert 

the native population. Conflict resuhed between the church and the secular government 

yvith each group demanding the same goods from the Indians and blaming each other for 

Indian unrest. This conflict allowed the settlers. Mestizos (persons of mixed Native and 

Spanish heritage), and Pueblo people to take the side that was to their greatest benefit. 

This divided Spanish authority, allowing an opening for the politically sophisticated among 

the Pueblo population to manipulate both of the Spanish factions. It gave them the 

political opening that they needed for revoh (Knaut 1995:88-118). 

By 1680, the Spanish hold on the Northern Provinces had groyvn to be precarious. 

Puebloan and other native populations had suffered a general population decline since the 

first appearance of Europeans on the continent. Foreign diseases, such as small pox, had 

spread along the trade routes, coupled with the starvation and food shortages, combined 

to lower the population (Knaut 1995:153-154). Increasingly active and successful horse 

raids by the Apaches and Navaho also caused the Pueblos to question the strength of 

Spanish power (Knaut 1995:152-153). On 9 August 1680, the Pueblos launched the latest 

in a series of revohs. This time the revolt was kept secret from the colonial authorities 

until it was to late to suppress. It was well planned and coordinated. By 19 September 

1680, the Spanish soldiers and colonists, along wdth the Mestizos and Christianized 

natives, arrived in El Paso Del Norte (modem Juarez, Mexico) having fled their former 

homes (Knaut 1995:3-14). Among the refiigees was the Spanish army officer who would 

be the secular leader of the Mendoza-Lopez expedkion, Juan Dominguez de Mendoza 

(Knaut 1995:165). 
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The Jumanos 

The identity of the Jumanos, at whose request, and for whom the Mendoza-Lopez 

expedition was undertaken, has not been clearly defined. Newcomb (1961:226) describes 

them as two distinct groups, one group consisting of Rio Grande and Rio Conchos vallev 

gardeners in the Pueblo tradition, and another group consisting of nomadic bison hunters 

who roamed to the east of the Chisos and Davis mountains in the Trans-Pecos region of 

Texas, on the extreme southern end of the Great Plains. The identification of the Jumanos 

is further complicated by the Spanish habit of calling any people with lines tattooed on 

their faces, as was the Jumano custom, Jumanos. This name was appHed to groups as far 

away as a northeast Texas Wichita band and to a Puebloan group in Arizona (Newcomb 

1961:225). 

J. Charles Kelley (1986) identifies four different groups called Jumano: (1) A 

widespread, nomadic southwest Texas and northern Mexico people who were closely 

related to the Patarabueyes of La Junta de los Rios (confluence of the Mexican Concho 

River and the Rio Grande), or were a trading and bison hunting division of the 

Patarabueyes. This group was enemies with, but was later absorbed by the Apaches. (2) 

The Quivira or Wichita Indians or perhaps a group that was closely related to the Wichitas 

which was absorbed by the the Pawnees. (3) The people of the easternmost Tompiro 

pueblos of eastern New Mexico, culturally a Puebloan group who had strong trade 

relations and mixed with the Jumanos in # 1 above. (4) A native people with lines 

tattooed on their skin, also called "Rayados" (Kelley 1986:8-9). The group defined in # 1 

above is the one that concerns us here. 

Hickerson (1994:222-223) suggests that the Jumanos were a Tanoan group who 

were at the eastern edge of the Puebloan cultural area who adopted an increasingly hunter-

gatherer style existence. She considers three alternative scenarios for the origin of the 

Jumano. The first is that they represent independent farming and foraging tribes who 

came into contact and became strong political allies due to trade. A second possibility is 

that they were a single cultural group that became economically diversified as agriculture 

became more difficuh for the portion of the group in marginal areas. The marginal groups 

adopted a hunter-gatherer Hfeway and traded for agricultural products. The other portion 
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of the population who lived in the more practical agricultural areas increased in numbers, 

thus causing an increase in the demand for meat and hides which provided the hunter 

gather group greater opportunities for trade and economic specialization. Finally, the 

Jumano may have been a regional hunter-gatherer population which began to practice 

agriculture. The portions of the culture who farmed in more marginal areas returned to 

hunting and became trade specialists to acquire the agricultural commodities. Hickerson 

(1994) feels that the third ahemative is the most Ukely because of the historical and 

archaeological evidence, particularly the archeological focus identified as the southern 

Jornada Mogollon cuhure. 

Linguistically, Newcomb (1961:225) holds that the Jumano spoke a Uto-Aztecan 

language. Kelley (1986:7) agrees with the Uto-Aztecan classification. Hickerson 

(1994:XXIII, 220-221) offers a more detailed approach. She states that their language 

was of the Tiwa subdivision of the Tanoan branch of the larger Uto-Aztecan tongue and 

that the term Jumano applied both to a larger Unguistic grouping and to specific people 

whh a long standing occupation on the southern plains. 

The range of the Jumanos is given by Newcomb (1961:234-235) as along the Rio 

Grande valley south from El Paso, Texas to east of La Junta (vicinity of modem Presidio, 

Texas and Ojinaga, Mexico). He further holds that the Jumano range shrank over time 

and came to include just the La Junta area. Kelley (1986:6 22) offers both the La Junta 

location, as well as one centered in west-central Texas around the Rio Nueces (modem 

upper portion of the Texas Concho/Colorado river system) where they roamed south and 

east of the plains Apaches while pursuing buffalo. He has them as frequent visitors and 

trading partners to the Humano (Gran Quivira) and Isleta pueblos (Kelley 1986:22), the 

Tejas of east Texas, the Gulf coast tribes in the vicinity of Matagorda Bay, the Guadalupe 

River in east-central Texas, and lastly to El Paso del Norte and Parral, Chihuahua Mexico 

(Kelley 1986:34). Hickerson (1994:64-74) mirrors this range but adds a settlement at 

Toyah Creek on the Pecos River north of Horsehead Crossing and the canyon lands on the 

Texas High Plains. 

Subsistence means differ between the two distinct groups of Jumanos (Newcomb 

1961:237-243). One group, were settled gardeners in the Puebloan tradition. They grew 
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com, beans and squash in the valley of the Rio Conchos and Rio Grande. The other group 

hunted through the summer in the extreme southern plains, then moved to the villages in 

the fall to wait out the winter. In the spring, they returned to the buffalo range Kelle\ 

(1986:16, 22) echoes the seasonal hunting of buffalo on the southern plains coupled with 

gathering and trade with the Patarabueyes, a separate people who were the agricultural 

division of the Jumanos offered by the other authors. Hickerson (1994) offers a similar 

subsistence pattern, but differs with Kelley in that she has the hunter-gatherers and 

agriculturists as simply branches of the same cultural group. 

The Jumanos were excellent traders. They apparently had vvide ranging trade 

networks. They were long time trade partners with the Pueblos of New Mexico. Early on 

they even traded with the northern Pueblos of Taos and Picuris. Eventually Apache 

pressure pushed them to the south. By 1620, they had been driven south to the point that 

they no longer traded at Pecos but concentrated their trade yvith the Tompiro pueblos on 

the southeast of the Puebloan area (Hickerson 1994:83-84). Trade with the Tompiros 

was so extensive that the largest Tompiro pueblo became known as the 'Xumanas, 

because this nation often comes here to trade" (Benavides, 1630, in Ayer 1900: 14:46). 

The Jumano trade network followed the Rio Grande from El Paso del Norte to La Junta. 

From there, the network led north and passed through the Davis and Chisos mountains. 

The network then turned east, crossed the Pecos and then moved to the headwaters of the 

Concho River in Texas. The route followed this river downstream, then crossed the 

divide into the San Saba and Llano river drainages of the Texas hill country, then to the 

Guadalupe River and eastward to the Tejas people of east Texas. The ability to move 

along these routes gave the Jumano economic access yvith the Caddoan peoples, the 

French of east Texas and Louisiana, the south Texas and Gulf Coast groups, the Pueblo 

people, and the Spanish of New Mexico (Hickerson 1994:215-216). A partial Ust of trade 

items includes buffalo meat and hides, bows and arrows, Puebloan cotton textiles, pottery. 

sah, mescal beans (seeds from the mountain laurel tree, used for decorative and 

hallucinogenic purposes) projectile points, mineral pigments, freshwater pearis, and later 

horses (Hickerson 1994:216-219). Archeological evidence for trade in the region along 

the Texas Concho and Colorado rivers during the time period it was occupied by the 
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Jumano is documented by Treece et. al. (1993:444), who found Gulf Coast mollusk shells, 

Pueblo ceramic types, and New Mexico obsidian. 

The leader of the Jumanos was known to the Spanish as Juan Sabeata (Kelley 

1955:981). He conducted a large volume of trade during his numerous expeditions which 

are documented to have occurred from 1682 until 1692 (Kelley 1955:983). Sabeata was 

very successfiil at manipulating the French and Spanish by providing tantalizing bits of 

gossip or "news" about other white men in the area (Kelley 1955:981). His cleverness is 

revealed in the events leading up to the expedhion and the temporary establishment of the 

La Nabidad [sic] Mission and bulwark at San Clemente. 

Sabeata appeared in El Paso del Norte to request missionaries in his homeland 

(Kelley 1955:984, Applegate and Hanselka 1974:17). He told them a story of a battle in 

which the Jumano had been hard pressed by the Apaches. Just when things were getting 

desperate they invoked the aid of the holy cross, "as taught to them by their forefathers" 

and a multi-colored cross descended from heaven. They then prevailed over their enemies 

whhout a single loss. The occurrence of the miracle caused them to travel to El Paso del 

Norte and seek missionaries to further their religious instmction (Applegate and Hanselka, 

1974:17, Kelley, 1955:984, Pichardo 1934:328). The Spanish later discovered this story 

to be untme. They feh that it was part of a deception invented by a Tejas Indian traveling 

whh the Jumanos and perpetuated by Juan Sabeata to trick the Spanish into escorting 

them to the bison and pecan procurement areas in central Texas (Kelley 1955:984, 

Pichardo 1934:328). 

A Review of the Itinerary of the Mendoza-L6pez Expedkion 

The most relevant Spanish archival material concerning this expedition is the 

itinerary or diary kept by Juan Dominguez de Mendoza and signed by many of the milkary 

members of the expedition. It is filed in Tomo 37, Expediente 4, Provincias Internas, 

pages 59-72 in the archives of Mexico (Bohon 1915:318-319). Conner (1969:7) reports 

that R. E. Twkchell found a copy, perhaps Mendoza's original notes, in Santa Fe, New 

Mexico, but this copy disappeared sometime after 1898. The Mexican archives copy of 

the kinerary was transcribed and certified for Bohon in 1909, and this transcription is 
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preserved in the University of Texas Barker Historical Center as Provincias Internas. 

Volume 37, 1680-1726, Bolton Transcripts. Bohon translated the Mexican archives copy 

of the itinerary and published k in Spanish Exploration in the Southwest (Bolton 

1915:315-343). Bolton's translation is the source used by Conner (1969,1972), J. W. 

WilHams (1979, 1962), and O. W Williams (n.d.). Here the Bohon translation is used as a 

primary source. Reference was made to the Spanish language transcript in the Barker 

Center to confirm translations, check accuracy, and for clarification when needed. 

The kinerary consists of a day-by-day description of the camping sites, interesting 

features observed along the way, and the distance between camping skes. Occasionally the 

direction of travel given. A lack of directions adds greatly to the confusion over the route 

taken by the explorers. Distances are given in leagues which J.W. Williams (1979:191) 

defines as 2.634 miles. Gilmore (1967:27) gives a Spanish league in 1760 as measuring 

2.63 miles. Foster (1997), in his edking of a translation of Juan Bautista Chapa's History 

of Texas and Northeastern Mexico 1630-1690, uses 2.63 miles to the league. For my 

analysis, I will use 2.63 statute miles as the equivalent of a league. 

One clue that Mendoza offers as to his direction of travel are his descriptions of 

topographic features such as hills, salt flats, springs, and vegetational types, particularly 

those of economic importance. Another clue is that he describes his route as following an 

actual path or trail. He refers to the path traveled seven times. The first such reference is 

made while in the canyons of the Rio del Norte, the present day Rio Grande, where he 

calls the route a ""senda,"' or trail (Mendoza 1684:47). Five other references, mostly in 

flatter, less rocky terrain, are to '"el camino" or "/o5 caminos,"" meaning "road" or "roads" 

(Mendoza, 1684:48-49, 58,67,69). In one entry he refers to the route as ""derrotd" or 

"road" (Mendoza 1684:67). This repeated use of the term camino leads me to believe that 

he followed a well-delineated road, and was not simply moving cross country. Well-worn 

and long used routes across northern Mexico and south Texas are well-documented in the 

Spanish literature. These routes were marked with cairns and petroglyphs (Foster 

1997:22). Juan Bautista Chapa, in his 1686 diary of the expedkion by General Alonso de 

Leon to locate the French settlement at Fort St. Louis, repeatedly describes how, in the 

absence of a reliable guide, they searched for well-worn trails to lead them to river 
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crossings (Foster 1997:104-113). More relevant to the location of San Clemente are 

numerous references made to the U.S. Army patrolling for, and making contact with, 

bands of Comanches and other tribes on the trails at the headwaters of the North and 

Middle Concho Rivers (Simpson, 1988:74, 80-81, 84, 93, 148, 150). PatroUing for, and 

contact wkh, the Comanche and peoples of other tribes also occurred on a trail from the 

North Llano River to the headwaters of the Devils River (Simpson 1988:68, 84, 98). 

Mendoza also made numerous references to the economic resources of the area. 

Several references are made to the quantky of water available, the quality of the land, the 

size, type, and number of trees, and the quantity and type of game. His references are so 

frequent that the reader infers that one of his objectives must have been to make an 

economic reconnaissance. An easily portable, valuable resource that is found on the Texas 

Concho River, or "River of Pearls" as k was called by the Jumanos, are pink-hued Concho 

pearls. They are still found in the river today and jewelry fashioned from them may still be 

purchased in the local stores. In addkion to giving an account of the game resources, he 

keeps a mnning count of the number of buffalo, a total of 5,107, that the expedkion and 

the accompanying Indians killed. His only reference to what use was made of the buffalo 

killed was for food. The only hide processing he mentions involved several deer hides. 

However, one may infer from the length of time spent in camp at the skes where a large 

number of buffalo were killed that their hides were being processed. In addkion, this large 

number of animals could have been processed into over four million pounds of meat, 

which was far beyond the needs of the expedkion and the native people that accompanied 

it. The Jumanos were well-known as processors and traders in buffalo hides (Hickerson 

1994:216-217). The acquiskion of bison hides in a territory that was rapidly becoming 

Apacheria (Newcomb 1993:2) would be a major feat. Using Spanish protection whke 

gathering the hides is likely to have been a major reason for the Jumanos having requested 

religious instmction in their homeland. 

The Jumano warfare with the Apaches is also well-documented. The 

aforementioned story of the burning cross, which was told to entice the Spaniards to build 

a mission, occurred during a battle with the Apaches. Upon crossing the Pecos River, 

Mendoza was given deer hides "so that some men might be armed" (probably a reference 
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to the manufacture of protective leather garments) and urged to make war on the 

Apaches, who were apparently following Mendoza's party. He was urged to make war 

because k "would not be wise to leave them behind" (Bohon 1915:331-332). The 

Apaches raided the expedition frequently, with the expedition losing a horse and a mule, 

as well as horses belonging to the Jumanos and other Indians gathered at San Clemente 

A few of the accompanying Indians were killed (Bohon 1915:331-332). At San Clemente, 

the Apaches attacked "three times by day and night" and an unnamed soldier suffered 

three arrow wounds. This attack apparently caused the Spaniards to head for home 

(Bolton 1915: 337-338). 

From a reading of the itinerary, a day-by-day description of the places visited is 

shown in Table 1. This summary helps to determine what specific characteristics each site 

must have according to the description given by Mendoza. 
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Table 1. Mendoza/Lopez Route from Pecos Crossing to Pecos Crossing adapted from 
Bolton (1915:313-343) and Mendoza (1684) 

Date Left Name of Camp Description of She Distance from 
Previous Camp 

17 Jan. 1684 

24 Jan. 1684 

25 Jan 1684 

29 Jan. 1684 

30 Jan. 1684 

2 Feb. 1684 

5 Feb. 1684 

11 Feb. 1684 

19 Feb. 1684 

22 Feb. 1684 

24 Feb. 1684 

27 Feb. 1684 

15 Mar. 1684 

San Ygnacio de 
Loyola 

La Conversion de 
San Pablo 
San Honofre 

San Marcos 

San Jose 

Nuestra Senora de la 

Candelaria 
El Arcanjel San 
Miguel 

San Diego 

El Angel de Guardia 

San Bissente Ferrer 

El Rio de Sefior San 
Pedro 

San Pablo 

San Isidro Labrador 

Great rock on 
Pecos, large village 

Dry camp, on plain 5 Leagues 

1 May 1684 San Clemente 

Spring in a flat 

Spring mnning from 
a hill 
Spring, forming a 
pool in a gorge 
On Nueces river, 
eastward flowing 
Many pecan trees, 
on same, eastward 
flowing river 
Still on eastward 
flowing river 
On river which 
flows to join the 
other one 
Still on river 

Now on principal 
branch of the Rio 
Nueces or Rio de 
las Pearlas 
Only rain water 

Spring, source of 
eastward floyving 
river, pecan trees 
and rocky mesas 
On different 
eastward flowing 
river 

5 Leagues 

10 Leagues 

4 Leagues 

6 Leagues 

3 Leagues 

6 Leagues 

4 Leagues 

3 Leagues 

5 Leagues 

6 Leagues 

8 Leagues 
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Table 1 (cont.) 

Date Left Name of Camp Description of Ske Distance from 
Pervious Camp 

7 May 1684 

11 May 1684 

13 May 1684 

19 May 1684 

21 May 1684 

23 May 1684 

24 May 1684 

25 May 1684 

San Augustin 

La Hasencion del 
Sefior 

San Lazaro 

No Distance 

No Distance 

Nuestra Sefiora de la 
Piedad 

El Hespritu (sic) 
Santo 

San Pantaleon 

Corpus Christi 

Santo Thomas de 
Villanueva 

Westward flowing 6 Leagues 
river, pine trees, 
plums, mulberries 
and ferns 
Eastward flowing 
river with pecan 
trees and grapes 
Only rain water 
here, source of 
previous river 
halfway to previous 
camp, lots of timber 
Lots of timber, only 
rainwater, stayed 
here to search for a 
lost hunter 
Poor amount of rain 
water on a plain, 
different route than 
used to San 
Clemente 
On Pecos, far below 
other crossing 
On river with good 
pasturage, not 
Pecos 

14 Leagues 

8 Leagues 

No Distance, 

5 Leagues 

Santo Thomas is on 
the Pecos 10 
leagues from 
Corpus Christi, 
crossed Pecos here 
and intersected 
previous route, last 
entry 
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A Review and Critique of Previous Route Studies 

The route up to the Pecos River is given by Bohon (1915) as beginning at El Paso 

del Norte, following the Rio Grande downstream through the Big Bend country and then 

past La Junta de los Rios, where a priest was left to establish a mission, and then on to 

Alamko creek, 6.2 miles downstream near later Fort Leaton. From there, Bohon has 

Mendoza travehng north to the vicinity of present day Alpine in the Davis Mountains, then 

turning east, possibly through Wild Rose Pass to Barilla Springs, at the junction of 

Reeves, Pecos and Jeff Davis counties (Bmne 1981.260), or Comanche Springs located in 

the current town of Fort Stockton (Bmne 1981:357). He states that the route probably 

stopped at Comanche Springs due to the distance given by the Mendoza itinerary to the 

Salado (Pecos) River (Bohon 1915:328). Bohon then traces thek route south along the 

Pecos to the vicinity of a dry sah lake, in Crane County (Bohon 1915:330). He does not 

state if he means Juan Cordova Lake or Soda Lake, which are both east of the Pecos as 

stipulated by Mendoza, are of about equal size, and are located about 14 miles from each 

other (USGS Pecos, TX 1:250,000 map). He probably means Juan Cordova Lake 

because of the distance given by Mendoza to the Pecos Crossing ske. Bokon then has 

them going downstream to Horsehead Crossing, near present day Girvin, Texas, and 

crossing the Pecos there. For a further description of the route, see Figure 1. 

J. W WiUiams (1962,1979) offers far more detail in the Trans-Pecos portion of the 

route. He begins wkh El Paso del Norte, as is clearly stated in the Mendoza kinerary 

(Mendoza 1684:38), and moves downstream, but turns the expedkion east well short of 

La Junta. 

J. W. WilHams' (1979:184) reason for turning the expedkion east at this point is 

based on Mendoza's mention of an ojo de aqua caliente, or hot spring, at the camp site 

where the night of 1 January 1684 was spent (Mendoza 1684:45). Williams states that 

there are only three known hot springs along this part of the Rio Grande: one south of the 

town of Sierra Blanca in Hudspeth County; one is in a draw east of the village of Ruidosa 

in Presidio County; the third is located southeast of the Chisos Mountains in Big Bend 

National Park. 
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Figure 1: Bohon's Trans-Pecos Route for the Mendoza-Lopez Expedkion. Base Map: 
Fort Concho Museum, The Federal Forts in Texas during the Indian Era, 1848-
1889. 
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To verify his statement about the hot springs, an examination was made of the Geological 

Highway Map of Texas (Renfro n.d). It shows Volcanic Tertiary formations, UkeK to 

produce hot springs, comprising the mountains and draw east of Ruidosa, but only non-

hot spring bearing Pleistocene and Holocene sediments from there to Presidio, Texas The 

nearest volcanic rock formation to Presidio (La Junta) is 18 miles distant. As further 

evidence he offers the use of the term mesa (Mendoza 1684:46) to describe a mountain to 

the north of the camp ske that Mendoza used on the night of the second of January. 

Williams points out that the Davis Mountains lie to the north of the southern hot spring 

are pointed volcanic mountains and that a mesa, or flat-topped mountain, which fits 

Mendoza's description, is just north of the Ruidosa Hot Springs. This location could be 

confirmed archaeologically by the presence of the ske of a permanent Julimes village 

extending on both sides of the river and a mission established by Father Lopez prior to 

Mendoza's arrival, and left in the charge of Father Antonio de Assevedo. This ske would 

be located 14 trail leagues upstream from the hot springs at Ruidosa, Texas (J.W. 

WilUams 1979:184-185, Bolton 1915:325-326). 

J.W. WilHams finds the next camp on one of the several westward flowing arroyos 

forming Chispa Creek west of the Davis Mountains. From there, he moves them to a 

branch of Limpia Creek, west of the present town of Fort Davis. He then places them 

moving along Limpia Canyon to the base of the Davis Mountains at Barilla Springs along 

the same route that the Butterfield Overland Stage used. Williams then suggests that 

Mendoza traveled to the Leon Water holes and then Comanche Springs at modem Fort 

Stockton, Texas (J.W. Williams 1979:186-189). 

This route brings the expedition to the Pecos, not at Juan Cordova Lake as in 

Bohon's route, but further south. WilHams (1979:189-190) suggests this route because of 

Mendoza's description of several mesas in the area and his orientation relative to them as 

he traveled (Mendoza 1684:49-50). The orientation of the mesas points to Soda Lake as 

the "saline" mentioned by Mendoza (1684:50) and not Juan Cordova Lake, thus bringing 

the crossing site further south. At a distance often leagues, 26.3 miles, from Soda Lake a 

hill with a rocky cap is found which matches the description of the "great rock" (Mendoza 

1684:52) around which the Jumano lived. This rock is located two miles below Pontoon 
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Crossing. This is where the U.S. Army erected a pontoon bridge in 1878-1879 so that 

wagons could easily cross the Pecos and supply small camps constmcted at major water 

holes in an effort to interdict the movement of various Apache groups (Leckie 1984:251-

254). This also ahowed the Army to use more reHable water sources than those 

approaching the eastern side of Horsehead Crossing. 

The Pontoon Crossing site is more suitable than the more famous Horsehead 

Crossing ske due to the availability of more reliable and abundant potable water on the 

trail to the east of the crossing. Water was unreliable on the Concho River, Horsehead 

Crossing road. The easterly approach to Horsehead Crossing was often dry for a distance 

of 70 miles. Out of a herd of 2,000 cattle, early rancher and Texas Ranger Chariie 

Goodnight lost over 300 cattle to thirst and bogging in the Pecos River quicksand near 

Horsehead Crossing (Haley 1936:129-139). The route to Pontoon Crossing passed by the 

Grierson Springs, which was a much more reliable source of water than the water holes on 

the westward portion of the Horsehead/Concho road (J.W WilHams, 1979:189-191). My 

observations confirm WiHiams' assertion of the lack of "great rock" wkhin 20 miles of 

Horsehead but the Pontoon Crossing rock is easily visible from State Highway 349 about 

two miles north of Iraan, Texas. Figure 2 shows the route as suggested by Williams. 

Figure 3 is drawn from a milkary map dated 1883, formerly the property of General 

Grierson, and now preserved in the Southwest CoHection at Texas Tech University. It 

shows better detail of the Pecos crossing area and the correlation of the route with milkary 

roads. The mesa located east of the "great rock" is depicted just below Pontoon Crossing. 

Oscar Waldo WilHams, in an undated book entitled Mendosa [sic] -1684 in Pecos 

County, Texas, brings the perspective of a person who traveled the area before extensive 

irrigation, water well pumping, livestock overgrazing, and the control of wildfires 

permanently changed the landscape. From the style of the binding, I beHeve that this book 

by O.W. Williams was published in the 1920s. He generally agrees wkh the route given by 

Bohon (1915:313-343). He does point out the extensive network of traks in the area and 

that many of these were later used as roads. He discusses the economic importance of sah 

and speculates that the Jumano guides may have been foUowing a trail that took them to 

the nearest salt lake, and then to a crossing of the Pecos (O.W. WiHiams nd: 16-17). 
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Figure 2: Route of the Mendoza Lopez Expedition as described by J.W. WilHams (1979). 
Base Map: Fort Concho Museum, The Federal Forts in Texas during the Indian 
Era, 1848-1889. 
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Figure 3: Detail of Pecos River Crossing Ske. Drawn From a 1883 milkary map by 
Captain W.R. Livermore. J.W. WiHiams' route denoted in red. 
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O.W. WilHams (nd: 17-19) then goes on to describe the character of the Pecos in this 

section prior to the advent of massive irrigation. He describes it as being a steep-banked. 

rapidly flowing "canal" wkh only three places where k was possible for wagons to cross 

along this stretch of the river. These crossings were Horsehead. Powell and Torres Dam 

(the ske of the old pontoon bridge). O.W WilHams (n.d.) argues that Torres Dam 

Crossing was the place where Mendoza crossed because "it is the best and safest" and 

there is a "great limestone rock," as described by Mendoza, which has "signs yet existing 

which point to ks former occupation by Indians." He goes on to state that there is no 

other "great rock" on the bank of the Pecos for 40 miles south of the sah lake (Soda Lake 

or Juan Cordova Lake), and that the distance from the Soda Lake is equal to that reported 

by Mendoza. Thus, J.W WilHams (1962,1979) is in agreement wkh O.W Williams (n.d.) 

on the portion of the route from the Davis Mountains to the Pecos River. 

Connor (1969, 1972) offers no route for Mendoza east of the Pecos. He simply 

agrees with J.W. WkHams (1962-1979) that the Pecos was crossed south of Girvin, Texas 

at Pontoon Crossing. 

Of the four different routes proposed by past researchers, all but Bolton's route 

agrees that the crossing was made at the rocky hill near the Pontoon Crossing. It is 

interesting to note that O.W. Williams and J.W. Williams both had good personal 

knowledge of the terrain, O.W. Williams apparently from traveling the military and freight 

roads in the region during the 1880's and J.W. WiHiams from traveling modem highways. 

In addition, both authors made use of interviews with people living in the area. Their 

research appears to be independent as J.W. Williams does not mention O.W WilHams in 

his footnotes. O.W WilHams is listed as having passed away in 1946, while J.W WiHiams 

did not conduct his research untk the early 1960's. This time difference adds 

independence, and thus strengthens their conclusions. Wkh Pontoon Crossing established 

as a starting point and finishing point we may now begin to follow the various researcher's 

suggested routes and locations for San Clemente. 

From the Pecos Crossing Bohon (1915) does not give a poskion for Mendoza 

untk Mendoza reaches a river which "issues forth from some rocks" (Mendoza 1684:57) 

Mendoza calls this the Rio Nueces or "River of Nuts," and, alternately, the Rio de las 
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Perlas, or "River of Pearis (Mendoza 1684:60) Bolton (1915:334) identifies this river as 

the modem day Middle Concho. From here Bolton (1915:336) has Mendoza travehng 

downstream until he reaches the confluence of the three branches of the Concho Riv er at 

San Angelo, Texas. He then has Mendoza moving downstream without any attempt to 

reconcile a spring and dry camp mentioned by Mendoza with the route. Bolton places the 

ske of the Mission San Clemente on the Colorado River near present day Ballinger, Texas 

(Bolton 1915:338). He offers no locations for the route back to the Pecos and thus does 

not use the return route to verify his locations. Figure 4 shows the route of Mendoza as 

given by Bolton (1915). 

There are several problems with Bohon's description of the Mendoza route. He 

makes no attempt to give a day-by-day description of the camping places and makes little 

effort to match the route with the terrain. It appears that Bolton was not intimately 

familiar with the terrain and had little knowledge of the locations of the various springs, 

hills, mesas, and other landform features in the area. In his defense, he makes no attempt 

to tie the route down specifically, but only refers to locations in footnotes in his translation 

of the itinerary. He does present a map of the route in the 1915 edkion of his book 

Spanish Exploration in the Southwest 1542-1706. 

This map shows a general route only and has a symbol indicating the "Mission" 

San Clemente on the tableland between the Colorado and Concho rivers at their 

confluence. On the basis of Bolton's suggested route, a Centennial marker was erected in 

1936 and a historical marker was erected near this ske to commemorate San Clemente. 

Local legend places the mission on the Currie Ranch. Archaeological surveys conducted 

in 1974 found three dry laid rock stmctures, designated 41 CC 10, 41 CC 11, and 41 CC 

12 (TARL 1974a, b, c, d). All of them contain diagnostic artifacts of the 1910-1930 era. 

All prehistoric artifacts around the stmctures were determined to have been created by 

activity that predates the stmctures. 41 CC 11 was fiarther tested during the survey 

conducted in conjunction wkh the constmction of O. H. Ivie (Stacy) Lake. The ske was 

found to be a possible line camp for the Currie Ranch dating to the late 1800's or early 

1900's (Lintz et al. 1993 10-122). No sites wkh a Spanish Colonial component were 

located during the O. H. Ivie survey (Lintz et al. 1993). 
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Figure 4: Bohon's (1915) Route for Mendoza. Base Map: Fort Concho Museum, The 
Federal Forts in Texas during the Indian Era, 1848-1889. 
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J.W. WilHams (1962, 1979) has Mendoza leave the Pecos from the previously 

described great rock and traveling east. He uses Mendoza's description of two days of 

travel covering ten leagues (Mendoza 1684:54-55), stopping at a small spring near a hill. 

J.W. Williams (1979:191-192) identifies this as Grierson Spring. This spring is located in 

Reagan County and provided the water source that made Pontoon Crossing preferable to 

Horsehead Crossing. In 1879 Colonel Grierson, commanding the 10th Cavalry, had a 

camp placed at the these springs (Bmne 1975:60). Grierson Springs are not found on the 

1857 mkkary map of Texas, but the 1883 milkary map by Captain W.R. Livermore 

(Figure 5) shows the spring as being on the Pontoon Crossing-Middle Concho road and 

the Wild China Ponds-Camp Lancaster road. The map distance from the great rock to 

Grierson Spring is 25 miles, very close to the 10 leagues (26.3 miles) reported by 

Mendoza (J. W. Williams 1979:192). 

From Grierson Spring, J.W. WiHiams (1979:193-194) traces the expedkion north 

without identifying the two small springs mentioned by Mendoza (1684:55-56). He then 

places Mendoza at Spring Creek Spring just above the town of Mertzon. Two clues lead 

Williams to this location. It is Mendoza's first mention of pecan trees, and the water 

source is described as a great spring flowing up through some rocks. Bmne (1975:46-47) 

identifies this as a spring variously known as Headwater, Spring Creek, or Seven Spring. 

He shows a large discharge of 12 cubic feet per second in 1972 and notes that several 

more springs were located upstream but they are now dry. WiHiams goes on to state that 

the first pecan trees on Spring Creek begin just a mile above this spring and first become 

numerous at the spring. Personal observation along the head of Spring Creek confirms 

this statement. The distance reported by Mendoza also supports Spring Creek. He 

reported k to be 23 leagues (60.5 miles) from Grierson Spring. The map distance is 55 

miles (J.W. Williams 1979:194). 

For the next leg of the joumey, J.W. Williams (1979:194-195) finds k much harder 

to correlate the itinerary to actual ground distance. Mendoza (1684:57-61) reports the 

distance to the Rio de las Perias to be 18 leagues or some 47 miles. The distance from 

Spring Creek to the junction with the South Concho is just over 30 miles. 
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Figure 5: Location of Grierson Springs. From a 1883 Milkary Map by Captain W.R. 
Livermore. 
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J.W. WilHams (1979:194-195) explains this discrepancy as an error on Mendoza's part as 

there is no spring that issues from rocks on the only other possible river, the Middle 

Concho. Even if he had come down the Middle Concho, the distance stiH would not be 

correct. J.W. Williams (1979:194-195 ) goes on to state that the error was probably 

caused by Apache attacks and a severe storm which was the first rain the expedition 

encountered. 

From the confluence of Spring Creek and the South Concho, J.W. Williams 

(1979:195-197) has them moving south to the headwaters of the San Saba River 

(Government Springs), then to the headwaters of the North Llano River (Fort Terrett 

Springs), and then to the headwaters of the South Llano (Seven Hundred Springs) Here 

they erected the bulwark of San Clemente and baptized Indians. For evidence, he ekes 

Mendoza's mention of a westward mnning river with pine trees and mulberry (hackberry?) 

trees 13 leagues away from San Clemente (Mendoza 1684:66). J.W. WiHiams (1979:196-

197) states that the only place where this combination of trees occurs in a westward 

flowing stream is on Hackberry Creek which is a tributary of the modern Nueces River. 

He further triangulates to the point where Mendoza stmck the Pecos River on his return 

joumey. For part of the way to the Pecos, Mendoza records the expedkion as moving 

west but does not give the distance. By taking the average distance traveled in a day (7 

leagues) and adding k to the reported distances, WilHams arrives at 50 leagues. The map 

distance from the South Llano to this point on the Pecos is 45 leagues. 

The point at which Mendoza stmck the Pecos is fixed by J.W. Williams 

(1979:190-191) as being six miles south of where Interstate Highway 10 crosses the 

Pecos. Mendoza (1684:68-69) fixes this poskion by stating that he stmck the Pecos 15 

leagues south of where he crossed on the way east. Further evidence is found when, on 

the way north, Mendoza followed the east bank of the Pecos and encountered a stream 

which flowed into the river. This is Oak Creek near the ske of old Camp Lancaster. See 

Figure 2 for J.W. Williams'(1962, 1979) interpretation for the route of Mendoza. 

There are several difficulties with J.W. WilHams' (1962, 1979) interpretation of the 

route from Headwaters Spring to the Pecos. First, his distance is different from that 

described by Mendoza. He explains this by the distraction of Apache attacks and rain. 
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While k is tme that as the expedkion proceeds, the keeping of distances becomes sloppy 

or nonexistent. But to add an addkional eight leagues instead of losing leagues as happens 

toward the end of the expedition seems a little unlikely It could be that they wandered 

along the meanders of the Concho in both directions and this would account for the extra 

leagues. They certainly sent at least a detachment eight leagues upstream, for at one point 

Mendoza states that his party was eight leagues below the point where the Guadalajara 

expedition, in which Mendoza participated, stmck the river (Mendoza 1684:60). 

Another problem wkh J. W. WkHams' (1979:193-200) analysis of the Rio 

Nueces/de las Perias portion of the route is that he does not account for the crossing of 

tributaries of the river. For example, three days after reaching the head spring, Mendoza 

(1684:60) states that he is now at the "principal" branch of the river. Another issue is the 

point at which the expedkion first hits the river. Mendoza (1684:57) clearly states that the 

stream where he found the large spring issuing forth from the rock is not the same stream 

as the first one he stmck east of the Pecos. He strikes a head spring of the "Nueces or de 

la Perlas" then moves to another stream where he finds the large spring. Williams 

(1979:193-194) accounts for this by assuming that Mendoza was further upstream on 

Spring Creek from the Headwaters Spring. 

While the necessity of pine trees in a westward flowing stream cannot be denied, 

the distances given by Mendoza are not congment wkh a South Llano ske for San 

Clemente. WilHams (1962, 1979) also tends to ignore springs, such as at the head of the 

San Saba River that lie in between the confluence of the Conchos and the South Llano. 

He assumes that the only springs there are the head of the North Llano and the head of the 

South Llano. Placement of the mission at the head of the South Llano is also problematic 

because the South Llano currently heads at Seven Hundred Springs seven kilometers 

south of the community of Telegraph near where Highway 377 crosses the South Llano 

(Bmne 1981:174). This is fiarther east than the head of the North Llano at Fort Terrett or 

the San Saba River at Government Springs. To reach the South Llano he would have had 

to have crossed the North Llano and San Saba rivers. Mendoza mentions only one 

eastward flowing stream, not two. In addkion Hackberry Creek is almost south of the 

South Llano. A southeriy direction of travel is unlikely as k takes the expedition out of 
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their way from a direct path back to El Paso. I assume that they were heading back as 

quickly as possible, which seems likely judging from the pace that they set (Mendoza 

1684:65-69). The Dry Devil's River is a likely candidate for the canyon containing pine 

trees. It flows in a westerly direction at this latitude and is west of the North and South 

Llano, as is Nolan Draw, another possible pine tree ske. Pine trees of the species Pinus 

remota, commonly known as Mexican Pinyon, were observed, both by myself and by 

LundeH (1966:331-332), at several locations south of Dolan Creek and the Dry Devil's 

River. It would not be hard to accept their presence in the next canyon west at the same 

latitude and altitude, Dolan Creek. Any of these locations would put the expedition on a 

more direct course to the Pecos. 

We cannot assume, as J.W WilHams (1979:197) did, that the range oi Pinus 

remota is the same now as it was 300 years ago. While scientific data is sparse on this 

species, k is known that k grows at ahitudes as low as 450 meters and needs about 50 

centimeters of rain annually (WeHs 1987:106). This species inhabks the southem rim of 

the Balcones Escarpment and is mostly found in canyons where k is protected from 

wildfire (Taylor and Smeins 1994; Taylor, personal communication, 1994). These limiting 

factors, coupled wkh the cyclical abundance through time of this species throughout its 

range (Van de Vender 1987), points to a likely decrease in distribution from 1684 to the 

present. 

Conner (1969:14-15) has Mendoza tuming north after crossing the Pecos, 

camping somewhere near Rankin, Texas, and reaching Flat Rock Spring instead of 

Grierson Spring. This was a well known watering place which is listed by Bmne (1981) 

and the 1857 milkary map (Bureau of Topographic Engineers 1857) as Flat Rock Spring. 

Conner then has Mendoza moving to the Mustang Water Holes, a few miles northeast of 

Flat Rock Springs, then to the head of the "Nueces" at the old Butterfield Stage "Head of 

the Concho Station." Conner (1969:18-19) then has the expedition camping at the mouth 

of a spring fed creek. Conner holds that Mendoza's (1684:57) use of the word ''hoca\ or 

mouth, means that the spring is on a creek that flows into the river instead of "boca" 

referring to the hole from which the water emerges, as J.W. WiHiams (1979:194-195) 
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states. Kiowa Creek, with ks spring flowing from a hole in the bed rock fits this 

interpretation. 

Conner (1969:20-22) then has Mendoza at the junction of the Conchos. He is not 

clear if he means the Middle and South Concho or the Main Concho and North Concho. 

There is a six-mile difference between the skes. He then moves the expedition south to 

the dry head of Lipan Creek and then to the springs at the head of Kickapoo Creek. Here 

he takes Mendoza south to the San Saba River between Fort McKavett and the old 

presidio and mission at present day Menard. Conner's route is shown in Figure 6. 

For the return route to the Pecos, Conner (1969:22-23) postulates that the pinyons 

used by Williams to bring the route to the south used to grow farther north. He offers 

Buffalo Draw as the westward flowing river and the North Llano draw as the eastward 

flowing river. From there on he agrees wkh J.W. Williams (1962, 1979) on the retum 

crossing of the Pecos. 

The main difficulty with Conner's (1969, 1972) suggested route is that he very 

rarely refers to distances. For instance, the distance as given by Mendoza (1684:61-62) 

from the Concho to the next, dry camp is six leagues, or 15.7 miles. From the dry camp 

to the next camp is 8 leagues or almost 21 mkes. This campske is at the source of a 

beautiful river arising from a large spring with pecan trees that are "encajondo en una 

Canada," or close in a valley, with mesas on both sides. From this spring to San Clemente 

is 5 leagues or 13 miles (Mendoza 1684:61) for a total of 49.7 miles. The map distance is 

17 miles to Lipan Creek and from Lipan Creek to the head of Kickapoo Creek is 14 miles. 

From Kickapoo creek to at least 4 leagues downstream from the head of the San Saba, as 

stipulated by Mendoza (1684:65) is 21 miles. This is a total of 52 miles. Conner (1969, 

1972) does not list these distances. These distances fit equally well but the lack of 

connections wkh known routes to the these locations makes Conner's route doubtful. 
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Figure 6: The East of the Pecos portion of Conner's route for the Mendoza-Lopez 
Expedition is denoted in red (Conner 1969:16). Base Map: Fort Concho 
Museum, The Federal Forts in Texas during the Indian Era, 1848-1889. 
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Moving the range oi Pinus remota 50 miles north, and well out of the deep canyon 

habitat needed for this pinyon to survive, is unlikely. A limking factor for the range of this 

species is fire (Nekson, 1987:96). The area around the headwaters of the San Saba was 

often subject to burning which limited the growth of many herbaceous plants such as the 

related ashe juniper (Smeins et al. 1994:9). Mendoza (1684) himself reports numerous 

burnt districts and he even had to fight a wildfire while moving across the Edwards 

Plateau. The Mexican pinyon simply could not have survived out of it's protected canyon 

habitat. 
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CHAPTER III 

A NEW LOOK AT THE ROUTE 

Terrain Analysis 

In order to formulate a revised route for Mendoza's expedition an understanding 

of the terrain that they had to cross must be achieved. To help in this awareness, the 

terrain analysis portion of the U.S. Army's InteHigence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB) 

process will be used. The IPB process is a systematic, step-by-step process for building a 

data base on the capabilkies and likely courses of action of an enemy (U.S. Command and 

General Staff CoHege 1989:7-1). Step two of this process is analyzing the terrain and 

graphically portraying ks military aspects. The military aspects that are relevant to this 

study are: Obstacles, Key Terrain, and Avenues of Approach/Mobkity Corridors (U.S. 

Command and General Staff College 1989:7-3). The terrain analysis considers such 

factors as cross-country mobility, transportation systems, vegetation type and distribution, 

surface drainage, surface materials, and ground water (Headquarters Department of the 

Army 1994:2-9). 

The first step in this model is to target the area of interest (Al) (Headquarters 

Department of the Army 1994:2-6 thm 2-6). This is the area in which terrain and 

environmental factors can affect our problem. In other words k is an area on the ground 

which is relevant to our problem. 

Since there is a good location for Mendoza's Pecos River crossing ske, the Pecos 

River as the westward limit of our area of interest. Since he did not approach that portion 

of the Colorado River that mns north and south between the 98* and 99* lines of 

longitude, the 98* meridian can be the eastern limit. Since he did not go up on the Llano 

Estacado, the northem limit mns along the 32"*̂  parallel. Since he did not traverse the 

southem edge of the Balcones Escarpment, the 29* parallel becomes the southem limk. 

Figure 7 shows the area of interest as defined by using this model. 

Cross-country mobility, the capability, or amount of capability to move off of 

established routes, is only generally applicable here. A large mounted group or a large 
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group traveling on foot can only move cross-country wkh difficulty, as the resources that 

they need to survive may or may not be found off the known routes. Mendoza (1684) 

does not mention cross-country travel once in his kinerary Seven separate entries refer to 

the surface upon which they are traveling. One entry, while they are in the mountains of 

the Trans-Pecos, uses the term senda, or "trail" (Mendoza 1684:47). One entry uses the 

term derrota (Mendoza, 1684:67) which may be a misspelling oide la ruta, "of the 

route." Ruta may also mean "torn up," or "rough," but context leads me to believe that he 

means "of the route". And the other five entries use the term el camino, or "highway " 

Transportation systems will be defined as known aboriginal roads and river 

crossing sites. Also in this category of transportation systems are early European roads 

through the area. These early roads were not built in the modem sense but were simply 

appropriations of existing Indian routes. U. S. Army Lieutenant William Whiting, while 

surveying a road from San Antonio through Fredericksburg to El Paso, made the 

following observation. 

I fell upon the great Indian warpath, the continuation of that noted 
in live oak [sic] vaHey. The great number of deeply worn and oft traveled 
trails tell forcibly the use which is made of this road. It appears to me 
important that all of their great thoroughfares should be well examined. 
They almost always pass by convenient watering places and over country 
readily traversed, and such reconnaissance would add much to the 
efficiency of our troops and conduce greatly to the protection of this 
extensive frontier. (Whiting 1849:338) 

In another portion of the same journal Whking (1849:342) notes, while camped 

on the Devil's River, "many a deep and well wom trail coming in by the direction of the 

heads of the Texas rivers." Texas Ranger Colonel John C. Hays noted in his report to the 

United States Secretary of War that the "track" that he traveled had water at convenient 

locations and was on a level road (Hays 1848). Thus, these native routes crossed terrain 

that was negotiable wkh pack animals, made safe river crossings, and moved between 

economically important areas. 
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Figure 7: Area of Interest. Base Map: Fort Concho Museum, The Federal Forts in Texas 
during the Indian Era, 1848-1889. 
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This is exactly what was required of the later European roads, the only difference 

being some disparity in what resources are judged economically important by the road 

users. The milkary did not need pecans, sah, or bison. But the milkary did need to 

interdict movement of Indians to these resource areas. Anglo and Hispanic settlers did 

need access to sah and the grazing areas used by the bison. On this basis we can assume 

that the use of early milkary road maps will give us a close approximation of the trails 

developed by the Native Americans. 

Obstacles are significant terrain factors that have bearing on the San Clemente 

problem. Examples of geographic obstacles that were of concem to Mendoza are rivers, 

particularly the Pecos, rough terrain, such as the Balcones Escarpment, other canyon 

lands, and political obstacles such as the territorial range of the Apaches, who were to the 

north of Mendoza's route and frequently raided him. The main effect of these obstacles 

was to channelize movement. If rivers can only be crossed at certain places, then you 

must go there to get across. The river network in the eastern and northern portion of the 

study area mns east to west and thus channelizes movement, except for specific crossing 

skes, to an east-west direction. In the southwestern portion of our area of interest the 

Devil's River network mns north to south through rough canyon land. This greatly 

channelizes movement wkh little lateral movement being possible, except by altemately 

moving up one canyon and then down the next. 

Key Terrain includes features such as dominating hills, river crossing points, 

freshwater sources, and sources of food or other valuable resources, such as pecans or 

pearis. Mendoza helped here by giving several locations and descriptions of pecan groves, 

large hills, river crossings, unique vegetation (pinyon trees), and springs. 

The area of interest was marked on Unked States Geological Survey 1.250,000 

maps. The following sheets were used: San Antonio, Del Rio, Sonora, Llano, San 

Angelo, and Brownwood. 

The next step in the terrain analysis was to identify movement corridors. All 

known military roads and historic Native American trails were marked on the map. The 

primary sources for these roads and trails are: A Map of Texas and Part of New Mexico 

(Bureau of Topographic Engineers 1857), Military Map of the Rio Grande Frontier, 
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(Livermore 18 8 3), Trails Made and Routes Used by the Fourth U.S. Ca\'a/ry 

(Dorchester 1927), Reconnoissances [sic] of Routes from San Antonio de Bexar, El Pa.so 

Del Norte Etc. Etc. (Johnston et al. 1849), and Ma/? of Parts of Texas, Mexico and New 

Mexico (Jones 1876). The first map is a reprint of a map on file at Fort Davis National 

Historic Site, Texas. The next three maps are originals in the Southwest Collection, Texas 

Tech University, and the last map is in the collection of Fort Concho National Historic 

Ske Museum, San Angelo, Texas. 

The next step is to graphically portray obstacles and key terrain on the map. 

Springs were marked using seven sources: the five milkary maps listed above, and two 

studies by Gunnar Bmne, 77?̂  Springs of Texas (1981) and Major and Historical Springs 

of Texas (1975). The agreement between the seven sources on the location of the springs 

is excellent. Even the names are almost always the same. Known river crossings of the 

Pecos, Colorado, Concho, Devil's, North and South Llano rivers were then plotted using 

the military maps listed above. Known, easily identifiable terrain features, especially those 

that are agreed upon by Conner (1969,1972, J.W. Williams (1962, 1979), O.W Williams 

(n.d.) and myself were also placed on the map. Some examples of this include the "great 

rock" on the Pecos, salt lakes, and the various tributaries of the Concho. 

One additional piece of key terrain is the distribution oi Pinus remota. The 

distribution was taken from occurrences reported in Flora of Texas (LundeH 1966:331-

332) and my field observations. This distribution from both sources is limited by the fact 

that only the stands located on public roads were reported or were observable. There are 

several canyons that fit the westward mnning criteria for the stand seen by Mendoza, but 

the trees cannot be confirmed due to their being located entirely on private land. 

The product of this process is a map wkh a colored overiay that is far too large to 

reproduce here. A smaller scale version used to hypothesize the location of San Clemente 

is shown in Figure 8. The general resuhs of this technique show that the primary 

movement corridors in this area are east to west. In the southwest portion the corridors 

are almost all north to south due to the Balcones Escarpment and Devils River canyon. In 

this region the only lateral movement that is possible is by moving doyvn one draw and 

then working back up a tributary draw. 
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Clemente Camp Ske. Base Maps, U.S. Geological Survey, 1:24,000, McKegan 
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Such a route is used both by 19* century milkary roads and by the modem highways. It is 

impractical to follow the Devils River, the only large stream in this area, because it tyvists 

and winds down a rough canyon. Whiting (1849:342) found his trail leaving the ri\er and 

coming back to it at good watering places. The most practical north-south route in the 

rest of the area of interest is along the divide country between the Colorado/Llano and 

Pecos river drainages which are devoid of large hills and contain the headsprings of the 

central Texas rivers. All of these rivers flow due east except for the South Llano which 

flows more north than east. Thus we have a graphical portrayal of the possible routes 

available to Mendoza and thus the abihty, in conjunction wkh his kinerary, to propose a 

route. 

Proposed Route East of the Pecos 

Starting yvith the Pecos River crossing ske proposed by J.W. WkHams (1962, 

1979), the large rock on the Pecos, Mendoza moved a little north of east past the southem 

tip of the Castle Mountains to a dry camp (Mendoza 1684:55) on the later road to the Flat 

Rock Water Holes. He did not go through Castle Gap, as Mendoza would have surely 

mentioned such a large landmark. The next day he traveled 5 leagues and camped at a 

spring in flat country. He is being forced to make slow stages because all of the grass in 

the area was burned off, greatly reducing the forage for his horses (Bohon 1915:332-333). 

This spring is Grierson Springs on the old Pontoon Crossing-Fort Concho/Overiand Mail 

road. This spring, which is now dry, is located six miles south of the Best Community in 

Reagan County (Bmne 1975:60). 

He next reports camping at a spring that flows from a hill ten leagues from the last 

camp. 1 agree wdth Conner (1969:15) that these are the Flat Rock Water Holes. They are 

located just west of Stkes, Texas in Reagan County. The straight line map distance is 17.5 

miles, or 6.7 leagues. This is short of the ten leagues, or 26 miles reported by Mendoza 

(Bohon 1915:332-333). The 1883 milkary map shows a road from the Pontoon Crossing 

to an intersection vsath another road and then to these springs (Livermore 1883). This is a 

somewhat roundabout route, but it follows easily traversable terrain. The route given by 

Conner (1969:13-15) follows no previously used route and crosses some fairly rough 
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terrain. The map distance for this stage of Conner's route is far too short of the distance 

given by Mendoza (Bohon 1915:332-333), and his spring. Flat Rock Spring (not Flat 

Rock Water Holes), does not properly account for the distance. 

From the Flat Rock Water Holes, he traveled four leagues, or 10.4 miles, due east 

along the Centralia Draw in which the later military and stage road mns until finding a 

spring in a gorge (Mendoza 1684:55-56). This is Mustang Springs, also know as the 

Mustang Water Holes. They are located in a bend in the draw where there is a small bluff 

A 1849 milkary map (Johnston 1849) shows a distance of 11 trail miles to the springs. 

From Mustang Water Holes he travels six leagues east reaching the "Nueces" 

River (Mendoza 1684:56-57). Conner states (1969:15) that this is the headsprings of the 

Concho River, which is known as Head of the Concho Station after a Butterfield stage 

station which can stkl be seen here. The distance is a little short to be the old station. I 

place him just east of the station as he mentions camping at the springs (Bohon 1915:334). 

From here, he moves three leagues flirther east down the Middle Concho River to 

the mouth of Kiowa Creek. I agree with Conner (1969:18) that Mendoza means that he 

camped on the mouth of a river (stream) that heads at a spring coming from some rocks. 

This trail distance shown on the milkary maps (Livermore 1883, Topographic Engineers 

1857, Johnston 1849) to this stream mouth from the Mustang Water Holes to be exactly 

nine leagues or 23.4 miles. This is also the location of a 19* century temporary milkary 

post. Camp Chariotte (Livermore 1883). 

Mendoza's (1684:57-60) next camp site is six leagues, or 15.6 miles, downstream. 

He remains here for two-and-a-half days to graze the horses. The next camp is four 

leagues, or 10.4 miles, fiarther downstream. The next camp is 3 leagues, or 7.9 miles 

further down-stream. He describes good pasturage, plenty of nuts, and bison hunting at 

each of these camps. His next camp, which has an identifiable landmark, is five leagues, or 

13 miles, further downstream. He is now on the principal branch of the river. This places 

him downstream of the junction of the North, South and Middle Concho rivers and just 

below Twin Buttes Reservoir dam. The trak distance shown on the Livermore (1883) 

map to Fort Concho, the junction of the North and Middle Concho is 45 miles. Bohon 
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(1915:335-336) gives the distance a 18 leagues, or 46.8 mkes. Here Mendoza camps to 

make some sort of survey, probably for pearls, on the order of the govemor. 

From here Mendoza (1684:61) travels six leagues to a place wkhout water. The 

only possible directions he could have traveled are south, southwest, or southeast. To the 

north lies the Colorado River. To the east lies the South Concho. To move back west 

puts him back on the headsprings of the Middle Concho. Non-southeriy directions are 

clearly impossible as he states his next camp is without permanent water and he mentions 

no water crossings en route. The only possible directions to travel and not hit permanent 

water are on compass headings of from 120 to 200 degrees. The clue to his direction is 

his description of the foHowing camp site which is the source of a "beautiful river" in a 

valley enclosed by rocky mesas with many pecan trees. He describes the road to this place 

as level and the distance from the Concho to the river headwaters as 14 leagues (Mendoza 

1684:61). Kickapoo Springs and Government Spring are the only two Hkely candidates. 

Kickapoo Springs closely matches the total distance of 14 leagues from the Concho given 

by Mendoza. It is 24.5 miles, or 9.3 leagues, along an old milkary road to Kickapoo 

Springs from the junction of North and Middle Concho rivers. The trail shown on the 

Topographical Engineers map (1857) shows a road crossing the Lipan Flats, a section of 

extremely level terrain, and intersecting wkh the Kickapoo Springs road and on to 

Government Spring. The distance is 56 miles, or 21.3 leagues. This is longer than 

Mendoza's 14 leagues. Neither of the springs fits the distance given. Several descriptive 

kems argue against Kickapoo Springs as the site of this camp. There is a small grove of 

pecan trees at Kickapoo Springs but not a large number as specified by Mendoza. A large 

number are present at Government Spring. The word Canada, or "valley," is used to 

describe the location of the spring. This is more descriptive of the San Saba River at 

Government Springs, while Kickapoo Creek lies in a narrower bed and is better described 

as a draw. Rocky mesas, or flat topped hills, are also more typical of the Govemment 

Springs area than the area surrounding Kickapoo Springs, which lies in rolling limestone 

hills on the edge of the Lipan Flats. Personal reconnaissance shows that there are no 

rocky mesas on, or near Kickapoo Creek. In addkion Kickapoo Creek mns northeast for 

a mile from the springs and then turns due north for the remainder of ks course, not 
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eastward as stipulated by Mendoza. Lastly, there is milkary road access to both springs 

but the road that is the most direct route south bypasses Kickapoo Springs. The Fort 

Concho/Kickapoo Springs road crosses two other southbound roads leading to 

Govemment Springs. Taking these routes considerably shortens the distance traveled if 

heading south. Thus, considering the topography and terrain, I place this camp site one 

mile above Fort McKavett at the large pecan grove in the one mile-wide valley at 

Govemment Springs. 

From Govemment Springs, Mendoza (1684:61-65) moves to the "Glorious river 

San Clemente." Conner (1969:22) identifies this as the San Saba River. I do not agree 

wkh this location for the reasons stated in the previous paragraph as well as others which 

yviH be brought out later. J.W. WilHams (1979:196-197) identifies San Clemente as the 

South Llano River. Again I do not agree, the distance is too great. Mendoza describes 

the San Clemente as flowing east (Mendoza 1684:62), but the South Llano flows east 

nowhere along its course. It flows north-northeast for most of its length. In addition, to 

reach the South Llano, at least four leagues below the headsprings as required by the 

itinerary (Mendoza 1684:65), the expedition would have to swing to the west, to the top 

of the Llano-Devil's river divide, or would have had to cross the North Llano. The swing 

west would lengthen the distance by at least five leagues, and no river crossing is 

mentioned by Mendoza (1684:61-65). When Mendoza leaves San Clemente, he cleariy 

states that he traveled upstream (Bohon 1915:340). Modem U.S. Highway 377 follows 

the South Llano to ks source near Telegraph, Texas. The highway is forced by the 

surrounding hills to follow the twists and tums of the canyon bottom. It crosses the river 

several times and is slow going, and is often closed by flash flooding. It would be a 

difficult, rocky route before the advent of modem highway engineers and heavy 

constmction equipment. He does not mention such difficuh travel. The military roads in 

the area all go to the South Llano via the North Llano (Livermore 1883, Topographic 

Engineers 1857, Johnston 1849). 

The North Llano fits the criteria given by Mendoza in his description of the San 

Clemente camp ske. A list of his criteria and comparison to the various candidates for the 
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San Clemente river are given Table 2. As can be seen from Table 2, San Clemente is most 

likely along the North Llano. 

The only criteria that is not satisfied is the distance. The large difference is hard to 

explain because, as an experienced traveler, Mendoza and his companions must have been 

very used to judging distances by speed traveled and time. Distances given in Spanish 

Colonial documents have been shoyvn to be generally accurate (Foster 1995:9). Most 

distances given between camp skes are almost exact up to this point. It could be that the 

long delay, from Febmary 27th to March 15th, spent at Govemment Springs (Bolton 

1915:336-338), coupled wkh the level, open road could have quickened their pace more 

than they were used to. I locate this camp site at the junction of Copperas Creek and the 

North Llano. The old Fort McKavett/Fort Terrett road crosses the divide and then 

follows Copperas Creek doyvn to the North Llano foHowing the route of a modem 

highway, FM 1674. The junction of Copperas Creek and the North Llano is four map 

leagues and a little over 4.5 leagues folloyving the old river road from the head springs just 

above Fort Terrett, eight miles west of the modem community of Rooseveh. 

From San Clemente, Mendoza (1684:65) moves four leagues along the San 

Clemente River, traveling west as he is returning to El Paso del Norte. I place this camp 

10.5 miles from the mouth of Copperas Creek on Maynard Creek, a major tributary of the 

North Llano which today is only slightly smaller than the main North Llano. This is on the 

Fort Terrett/Devk's River road depicted on a map drayvn from scouting expeditions of the 

Devils River and Pecos River region by Lieutenant Colonel W. R. Shaffer and drawn by 

Lieutenant T. W. Jones (1876). 

The next camp site, which was occupied from 1-3 May, was three leagues away 

but no specifics about the camp given. Based on the distance I locate this camp Southeast 

of Fort Terrett near the head of Meynard Creek on the Fort Terrett/Devk's River road. 
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Table 2: Comparison of the Criteria Required for the San Clemente Mission Ske as 
per Mendoza's Itinerary (1684: 61-65) with the skes offered by J.W 
WilHams (1962, 1979), Conner (1969, 1972) and Hays (this study). 

San Clemente 

One major 
spring on any 
possible route 

Large number 
of pecan trees 

No river 
crossings 
required to 
reach 

South of 
headwaters of 
large eastward 
flowing river 

Correct 
distance 

On major 
movement 
corridor that 
matches 
description of 
the terrain 

Correct 
distance from 
range of 
pinyons 

Large number 
of pecan trees 
at headsprings 
where the 
previous 
campsite is 
located 

San Saba 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No, because of 
previous camp 
at spring 

No. way too 
far. 27 leagues 
compared to 
13. 4 of which 
must be 
upstream 

No 

North Llano 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Close, 16 
leagues to the 
nearest modem 
occurrence 

Yes 

South Llano 

No, south of 
two major 
springs 

Yes 

No, North 
Llano. 

Yes 

No 

No, because of 
river crossing 

Yes, 12 leagues 
along 
movement 
corridor 

Yes 

Colorado 

No 

Yes 

No, South 
Concho 

No 

No 

No 

No. 46 
leagues to 
pinyons 

Not Applicable 
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The camp ske of 3-7 May is on a westward flowing stream whose valley contains 

pinyon trees. It is six leagues from the previous camp. Folloyving the Fort Terrett/Deyals 

River trail shown on the Jones map (1876) leads us into a broad-bottomed draw, Dunbar 

Draw, which flows westward into Cusenberry and then Cauthom Draw. There are no 

pine trees in this draw today but they are found 20 miles to the south. It is knoyvn that the 

distribution oi Pinus remota is contracting and the Balcones Escarpment population that 

we are dealing yvith here is an isolated remnant that has found a niche where the required 

50 cm mean annual rainfall and shallow limestone soils preventing the groyvth of 

competing dense stands of live oaks allow them to survive (WeHs 1987:106). The recent 

drying and warming of the climate (Johnson and Goode 1994) is also likely to restrict the 

pinyon's range. This route was used by the early ranchers to move stock into the area. 

The grandfather of one local rancher told him that you could herd sheep along this route 

and camp wkh good water and shade every night (Tumey Friese, personal 

communication, 1994, 1997). 

The 7-11 May camp ske (Mendoza 1684:66) is on a river which flows to the east 

and has several pecan trees. There are very few possibkkies for this draw. Only two 

draws within 20 miles can be constmed as flowing to the east. One is approximately ten 

leagues from the previous camp ske and constitutes a shortcut to the old Chihuahua Road. 

The other flows southeast and contains a spring know as Taylor Box Springs. No pecan 

trees grow there now but a motte of live oaks marks the location of the now dry springs 

(Bmne, 1981:415). It does not really matter which is the correct draw, as after passing 

their heads and crossing the divide, both routes feed into Govemment Canyon which 

contains the old trade road from San Antonio to Chihuahua City (Livermore 1883, Jones 

1876, Topographic Engineers 1857). 

A compHcation does exist in figuring a location for this camp ske. Nekher of the 

two draws discussed above is reported to have a large spring, which would almost be 

required to support pecan trees (Bmne 1981:139-142). The nearest knoyvn water holes 

that can support pecan trees are Saint Anthony's Lake and Beaver Lake (Bmne 1981:450, 

Jones 1976, Livermore 1883). Both of these lakes are over ten leagues from the previous 

camp site and are too close to the subsequent camp sites. Another possibility is 
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Keuchler's Lake which is shown on the Livermore map (1883) as being in a side drav\ 

from Cauthom Draw. The distance is right from the subsequent camp sites for this lake, 

but k is not mentioned by Bmne (1981) or depicted on any other map. An addkional 

problem for all three of these lakes is that they are on westward mnning draws. This 

leaves the conclusion that Mendoza is mistaken in distance measurement or that the 

direction of flow for the river is incorrect. Another possibility is a transcription error in 

the Mendoza transcript. This is not a major problem, however, as a definite fix is possible 

for several of the following camp sites by both the terrain description and by the distance 

from the known Pecos Crossing ske. 

The 11-13 May camp is also problematical as no distance is given and the only 

location clues are that there is lots of timber and k is past the headwaters of the previous 

stream. This site is on a rough, but traversable road, wkh only rainwater available. The 

most likely location for this camp is on the loop in the milkary road somewhere near 

Beaver Lake (Livermore, 1883). This is rough canyon land and certainly fits this 

description. The possibkity that he is not traveling on one of the milkary roads is a slim 

one. The deep, rough canyons, and lack of water in this area greatly channelize movement 

and offer only a small number of routes. A fiirther limking factor is that these canyons 

mostly mn north to south. The east/west canyons are few in number. The best location 

for this ske is on the big loop of the Chihuahua Road before k enters Govemment Canyon. 

The next camp ske is 14 leagues from the last one, and by back-plotting from the 

Pecos Crossing can be placed on the Chihuahua Road where k crosses Big Indian Canyon. 

There is a watering place here known as Indian Water Hole where a seep spring once 

filled a low place, or hole, in the canyon floor (Bmne 1981:141). Should Mendoza have 

taken one of the cutoff routes, this would stiH be a valid location for this camp ske as k is 

located where the cutoff route from where the Cauthom-Cusenberry-Dunbar draws 

intersect the Chihuahua Road. 

Mendoza now travels another eight leagues and camps at a location on a plain with 

a poor amount of water. This is likely the Escondido Water Hole, or Lost Pond. It is a 

natural bedrock basin measuring thirty by fifteen meters wkh a depth of 3 meters. It is 
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not use k. 

located near a small plain and is on the Chihuahua Road (Bmne 1981.142) The distances 

both from the Pecos Crossing and from the Indian Water Holes are correct. 

The camp where 21-23 May was spent is easy to fix. All trails in the area, including 

the Chihuahua Road, converge at a plain where Live Oak Creek enters the Pecos River 

(Livermore 1883, Jones 1876, Topographic Engineers 1857). This yviH later be the ske of 

Fort Lancaster. There is a minor Pecos River crossing here, but Mendoza does not us( 

He states that he stmck the Pecos considerably below where he had crossed it (Bolton 

1915:342-343). This crossing was little used due to the lack of water on the west side. 

The Topographic Engineers (1857) map shows that rainwater only is available on the 

west-bound road on the west side of the Pecos. The Livermore (1883) map omits the 

westbound trail and shows a trail along the west bank which tums west again at Pontoon 

Crossing. 

The next day Mendoza (1684:68) moves five leagues and camps on a river. He 

does not mention pecans. He clearly states that he is still on the east side of the Pecos. 

Due to the lack pecans, and the proximity to the Pecos, this can only be Live Oak Creek. 

This creek is formed by a series of large springs that today are 6.2 miles, or three leagues, 

up the draw from Fort Lancaster (Bmne 1981:139-140). It provides lush grass and 

formerly formed a small bog even fiirther upstream. Mendoza describes this as a luxurious 

pasture. Here the Jumanos from the village at the Great Rock on the Pecos left the 

Spaniards and presumably continued on their joumey home. An easy route around the line 

of rocky mesas a mile or two east of the Pecos River is traveled by simply moving up Live 

Oak Creek and then looping back to Pontoon Crossing. Livermore (1883), Topographic 

Engineers (1857), Jones (1876), and Johnston (1849) show different portions of the trak, 

but not all of k. There is a natural movement corridor from the head of Live Oak Creek 

back to Pontoon Crossing. 

Mendoza (1684:69) clearly states that he crossed the Pecos River just south of his 

earlier crossing ske and found the east bound trail yvithin a league of crossing. He gives a 

distance of 10 leagues which corresponds to the map distance along the movement 

corridors from Pontoon Crossing to the camp ske on Live Oak Creek five leagues up from 

Fort Lancaster. Figure 9 shows this suggested route. From here, Mendoza foHowed his 
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previous route to the Rio Grande but instead of continuing upstream to El Paso he 

followed the Mexican Concho River upstream and looped around to El Paso to avoid the 

then rebellious Suma, an agricuhural people who lived along the Rio Grande east of El 

Paso (Bolton 1915:317). 
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100 

Miles 

Figure 9: Route for the Mendoza-Lopez Expedkion as Proposed by the Author. Base 
Map, Fort Concho Museum, The Federal Forts in Texas during the Indian Era, 
1848-1889. Suggested route shoyvn ki red. Black arrows pomt to major terrain 
features. 
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CHAPTER IV 

VERIFICATION OF THE PROPOSED ROUTE 

Comparison of the Suggested Route 
to Knoyvn Archeological Sites 

Table 3 compares the camp skes suggested for Mendoza's expedkion to known 

archeological remains. References include site reports on file at the Texas Archeological 

Research Laboratory (TARL), other nonoflficial references, as well as my ovsm 

observations of the skes. 

Table 3 shows some congmence between the suggested route and existing 

archeological evidence. An examination of the available site records shows that there has 

been very little archeological survey work done in this part of Texas Much of the 

available data consists of surface surveys of historical sites, and Texas Department of 

Transportation and pipeline surface surveys. Many of the locations, some of which are 

important to Texas history, are unrecorded and are knoyvn only to the local landowners 

and arrowhead collectors. Two of the well-recorded skes, 41 KM 16 and 41 TG 346, 

show a complete agreement yvith the kind of activity reported by Mendoza and have date 

ranges that overlap Mendoza's ydsk on the more recent side of the date range. 

Precise Location of San Clemente 

Mendoza offers several clues to the location of the San Clemente camp ske. San 

Clemente must be on a hiH. It must be located on a movement corridor that gave access 

to a large contingent of Native Americans. This ske must also be a customary camping 

place of the Jumano where they had access to bison. It should contain hunting, cooking 

and buffalo processing tools and the resuhant residue. Mendoza (1684:64) indicates that 

4 030 buffalo were killed and brought to this camp for processing. He does not include 

those that yvere killed for their hides only and were not butchered. He also mentions that 

meat was prepared for the retum joumey (Mendoza 1684:64). Thus a large number of 

bison hide and meat processing tools would have been needed and should be common in 

the archeological record at this ske. 
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Table 3. Comparison of the Suggested Route to Known Archeological Skes. County ske 
records Ske forms on Record at the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory 
(TARL), Universky of Texas, J. J. Pickle Research Facility, Austin, Texas. Bmne 
(1981). Bmne (1975). O.W. Williams (n.d.) Personal Communication with Jess 
Marly, Reconnaissance of road right-of-way at site. 

Date Left Camp Location of Camp Archeological 
Remains 

Reference 

17 Jan. 1684 

24 Jan. 1684 

25 Jan. 1684 

29 Jan. 1684 

30 Jan. 1684 

2 Feb. 1684 

5 Feb 1684 

11 Feb 1684 

Pontoon Crossing 

Indefinite location 
Grierson Springs 

Flat Rock Water 
Hole 
Mustang Springs 

Head of Concho 
Station 

Mouth of Kiowa 
Creek 
Indefinke location 
on Middle Concho 

Scattered Ikhics in 
road fill noted by 
the author. 41 PC 
444 is shown on 
TARL maps but 
there is no ske form 
on record. Artifacts 
also noted by O.W. 
Williams 

Only historic 
component listed 

O.W. WilHams 
(n.d.: 18), Bmne, 
(1981:140), and the 
author 

TARL ske report 

41 RG 37, late TARL ske form 
prehistoric ske, number 41 RG 37 
Perdiz type point 
from Alibates 
material 
41 IR 28, site report TARL ske form 41 
focuses on Anglo IR 28. 
historic component, 
"slab lined hearths, 
chert, and mussel 
shell fragments" 
noted as prehistoric 
component. 

Only Anglo historic 
site recorded 

TARL site form 
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Table 3 (cont.) 

Date Left Name of Camp 

19 Feb 1684 

22 Feb 1684 

24 Feb 1684 

15 Mar 1684 

1 May 1684 

2 May 1684 

3 May 1684 

7 May 1684 

11 May 1684 

13 May 1684 

19 May 1684 

Archeological 
Remains 

Reference 

Indefinite, possibly 
near Arden on 
Middle Concho 
Just above Tyvin 
Buttes Reservoir 

41 TG 346, Toyah Quigg (1997 145-
focus bison hide and 161). TARL ske 

Near Fort Concho 

Fort McKavett 

Copperas Creek and 
the North Llano 

Fort Terrett 

Indefinite location 
in Maynard Draw 
Head of Dunbar 
Draw 
Indefinite 

Indefinite 

Indian Water Hole 

pemmican 
processing ske. 41 
TG91 Toyah focus 
bison and other 
mammal processing 
ske, date to old to 
fit Mendoza. 
Only historic sites 
recorded 

41 KM 16, 41 KM 
56, Toyah Focus 
skes 
Lithics, pictographs 

form 41 TG91 

Lithics, anglo 
historic stmcture 
and graves 

TARL site forms, 
Tom Green County 

TARL site forms. 
41 KM 16 and 41 
KM 56 
Bmne (1981, 415) 
TARL Sutton 
County ske forms 

Bmne (1981:141), 
Personal 
Communications, 
Jess Marley (1997) 
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Table 3 (cont.) 

Date Left Name of Camp Archeological 
Remains 

21 May 1684 

23 May 1684 

Escondido Water 
Hole 

Fort Lancaster 

24 May 1684 

25 May 1684 

Indefinite, on Live 
Oak Creek 

Just below Pontoon 
Crossing 

Rock shehers, 
burned rock 
middens, bedrock 
mortars 
41 CX 768, on Live 
Oak Creek near 
Fort Lancaster, 
hearths, Hthics, 
metal arrow points, 
and erodmg burials, 
no focus given 

(Live Oak Springs) 
camp site, bedrock 
mortars and graves 
41 PC 444, Ske 
form not on file but 
shoyvn on map. 
Artifacts also noted 
bv O.W. WkHams 

Reference 

Bmne (1981:142) 

TARL site form 41 
CX768 

Bmne (1981:140) 

O.W. WkHams 
(nd.: 18), Bmne, 
(1981:140), and the 
author 
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An examination of the United States Geological Survey 1:24,000 Stark Creek, 

McKegan Draw, Bailey Creek, and Rooseveh map quadrangles shows a hill that rises 160 

feet above the surrounding terrain and is distinct from the surrounding ridge. It offers 

good command of the road and river, has good visibility, and, unlike other nearby hills, is 

easily cHmbed. This hill is located on the east bank of Copperas Creek, and the north bank 

of the North Llano. It lies seven-and-a-half-leagues, following the meanders of the river, 

downstream from the headwaters. This fits the requirement that there be four leagues 

from San Clemente to the head of the river. The most likely site for the bulwark is on the 

top of this hill wkh one room slightly down slope, or perhaps, though unlikely, a two-story 

building (Mendoza 1684:63). Figure 10 shows the location of this hill. There are other 

hills in the area, but due to the difficulty of climbing these hills, the first one mentioned is 

the most plausible site. 

Archeological Expectations of San Clemente 

The archeological signature of San Clemente will consist mostly of Native 

American artifacts and habkational debris. In addkion to fire hearths and everyday debris, 

indicators of hide processing and hunting activkies should be found along the North Llano 

in the vicinity of San Clemente. This would include artifacts such as chipped stone end 

scrapers, which were used in fleshing and thinning hides by scraping during the tanning 

process, and chipped stone beveled knifes (Creel 1991). Beveled knives, also known as 

Diamond or Harahey knives, are specialized bifacial knives that are designed to retain the 

cutting edge for a relatively long time, and are easily resharpened (Creel 1991:44). 

A large amount of buffalo bone from the proper age animals indicative of a late 

winter-early spring kill would be expected for San Clemente. Buffalo were not common 

in this area year-round. At Fort Concho in 1872 the post surgeon noted that, while 

scattered buffalo could be found mixed with herds of domestic cattle all year, the large 

herds of buffalo could be found in the area only in the winter. He goes on to state that the 

vast majority of the animals moved north wkh the coming spring. (Notson 1974:6). 

Necessary for definitive identification of a site as San Clemente will be the 

presence of Spanish Colonial artifacts of the appropriate age. For models there are two 
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well-documented mission skes in this region of Texas. The Mission Santa Cmz de San 

Saba, 41 MN 23, was estabHshed in the spring of 1757 near the San Clemente site 

proposed by Conner (1969, 1972) and destroyed by allied Indian bands including 

Comanches in Febmary 1758. It is located just east of present day Menard. Another site 

that can serve as a model is San Lorenzo de la Santa Cmz, which was established at 

present day Camp Wood in 1762 and abandoned in 1771. 

Both of these mission skes are 80 years younger than San Clemente, so there will 

be some differences in the artifactual record. Artifacts found at San Saba and San 

Lorenzo that might be expected to be found at San Clemente include hand-forged nails, 

buttons, lead arquebus (musket) balls, musket parts, glass trade beads, metal horse or 

mule tack kems, MajoHca potsherds, and Spanish Olive Jar potsherds. (Hindes et al. 1995, 

Tunnell and Newcomb 1969). 

Wrought iron nails by themselves will not confirm the presence of San Clemente, 

as they were manufactured untk about 1840 (Johnson 1994:173-174), and thus could 

indicate a later occupation. The nails found at San Lorenzo have square cross sections, 

wkh slightly oval heads that are off center on the shaft. The shafts taper down to a point 

(Tunnell and Newcomb 1969:66,70). The wrought naks found at San Saba are of similar 

constmction, but of a greater variety. Horseshoe naks have a slightly different 

constmction. The shafts of these are square in cross section and taper to the tip. The 

head is simply a flattened area on the shank that allows the nail to purchase on the mortise 

in the shoe (Hindes et al. 1995:32-40). 41 KM 16, an aboriginal ske near the Jumano 

portion of the proposed San Clemente location yielded one carpenter's nak and three 

horseshoe nails. They are all machine cut nails and date to no eariier than 1840 (Johnson 

1994 173-174) They have no bearing on the Spanish component at San Clemente. 

Constmction materials will be rare at San Clemente as there is little indication that 

Mendoza intended to build a mission at San Clemente. He left a portion of his supplies 

with Father Antonio de Asevedo at La Nabidad [sic] en Las Cmces, 14 leagues up the Rio 

Grande from a hot spring (Bohon 1915:325). J.W. Williams (1962, 1979) identified this 

location as Ruidosa Hot Springs in Presidio County, Texas. 
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Figure 10. The Hypothesized Ske of San Clemente, Base Maps. U.S (geological Survey. 
1.24,000, McKegan Draw. Stark Creek, Rooseveh, Bailey Creek Quadrangles. 
Contour elevations m feet above mean sea level. 
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Buttons from San Saba are represented by five globular brass beads wkh a cast-in 

metal loop for attaching to a garment on the back (Hindes et al. 1995:31 -41). San 

Lorenzo produced only one button. It is made of highly poHshed brass and stamped with 

a complex design. The brass portion of the button was then wrapped around a wooden 

backing. The brass is stamped with a circular depression in the middle where a cmshed 

glass decorations was glued (Tunnell and Newcomb 1969:64). The suggested Jumano 

portion of the San Clemente, 41 KM 16, produced two buttons, both mother of peari yvith 

a two hole design. The larger one has a groove cut across ks face. No possible date of 

manufacture is given by Johnson (1994:173,175) for these buttons, but they are probably 

too recent to be of interest here. 

Due to the frequent skirmishing wkh the Apaches, weapons were undoubtedly in 

great use by Mendoza. The only weapon that he mentions is the arquebus, or heavy 

musket. An arquebus is also defined as a heavy milkary matchlock firearm with a very 

simple lock, of large caliber, and having a bulky stock (Smith 1969:74). The Jumano 

leader, Juan Sabeata, is reported to have fired an arquebus in salute when Mendoza reached 

the Pecos River. This weapon is described as being yvithout a lock and was fired by 

Sabeata wkh a fiise (Mendoza 1684:52). 

By 1610, matchlock weapons were quickly being replaced by firearms equipped 

yvith the more reliable flint and steel ignition system. The early examples included the 

German snaphaunce, the English doglock, the French flintlock, and the Spanish miguelet 

(Serven 1964:60-72). The miguelet, a simple, Spanish-made flintlock wkh all moving parts 

on the outside of the lockplate, was developed in the period of 1580 to 1610. By 1650, the 

various flintlocks were becoming universal. Mendoza's men probably carried miguelets 

because they would be rather common by this time and Mendoza thought Juan Sabeata's 

use of a fijse to fire his gun was unusual enough to warrant menrioning (Bohon 1915:330-

331). Brinckerhoflf and Chamberiain (1972:27-28) offer photographs and a description of 

three escopetas, or light muskets. They are of colonial manufacture from this time period 

and were found in New Mexico. They have iron barrels firing a ball of from 60 to 69 

caliber. They have either brass or iron fiamiture of a plain design. The stocks are similar in 

design to the club-shaped matchlock stock. Spain, which was plagued by tradition-bound 
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yveapons design, continued the miguelet design until forced to change by the Napoleonic 

wars around 1815 (Brinkerhofif and Chamberlain 1972). 

The most common artifact from these firearms other than undateable lead 

projectiles would be gunflints of either Native American or European manufacture The 

European flints will be percussion flaked, and of a wedge-shaped pattern known as a 

gunspall. French gunflints changed gradually from the spall type to a trapezoidal shape 

about 1680. The English flints remained of the spaH type untk the late 18th century 

(Hamilton 1987:138-163). It is possible that gunflints are overlooked in archeological 

assemblages due to researchers' unfamiliarity wkh early firearms (Hamihon 1987:142). 

Indian manufactured gunflints are generally pressure flaked from a blade, made out of local 

cherts and can be differentiated from the European flints (see Figure 11). 

Several gun-related artifacts have been found at the other Spanish Colonial sites in 

this part of Texas. Three lead balls were found at San Lorenzo (Tunnell and Newcomb 

1969:72). Twenty musket baHs ranging in caliber from 48 to 65 were found at Santa Cmz 

de San Saba. Six other lead balls of larger caliber that may be cannon or swivel gun 

projectkes were also found at San Saba (Hindes et al. 1995:42) Tunnell and Newcomb 

(1969:67-71) report an iron beh hook for a pistol, an iron worm (a corkscrew like object 

which is affixed to a ramrod to remove unfired buHets or cloth patching), iron trigger guard 

fragment yvith the attaching pin loop, and a counterguard for a rapier hilt. In addkion, parts 

of the Spanish hunting sword, or espada ancha, might be expected. This sword had a 

straight broad blade with a D-shaped, rounded guard that is flattened on the pommel 

(Brinkerhofif and Chamberiain 1972:74-75). 

Another indicator of Spanish Colonial occupation are certain diagnostic pottery 

types One is the "olive jar," a utility vessel that is found everywhere that the Spanish 

went Sherds of this style of pottery are common on Spanish skes in coastal areas, but 

become less common in inland areas (Goggin 1960:5-6). The sub-type of olive jar that 

would be expected at San Clemente would be the middle style which was manufactured 

from 1580-1800 (Goggin 1960:23) This type yviH have body shards from 10 to 12 

millimeters thick, a ring type mouth yvith shard thickness from 17 to 26 milHmeters, a 
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rounded or pointed bottom, no handles, and an irregular green glaze on both the interior 

and the exterior (Goggin 1960:27). 

A second diagnostic ceramic type is majolica. It is an extension of a 

Moorish/Middle Eastern ceramic tradkion (Plowden 1958:212) that was carried on by the 

Spanish after the expulsion of the Moors. This ceramic type is a tableware and Mendoza 

probably would not have been carrying much of this type of pottery. This is a soft clav 

type pottery using a glaze yvith a high lead content. The majolica that might appear at San 

Clemente would most Hkely be a blue on whke ware similar to the type found around Santa 

Fein 1680 (Plowden 1958). 

The metal parts of horse and mule tack would also be expected at San Clemente. 

Broken pieces of buckles, bits, bk chain and jinglebobs would have a high likelihood of loss 

by the Spaniards. At San Lorenzo (TunneH and Newcomb 1969:65, 68) fragments of a 

Spanish ring bit, buckle fragments, and jinglebobs were found. At San Saba (Hindes et al. 

1995:33-34), buckle fragments and jinglebobs were found along with a possible piece of 

bridle chain. 

Several types of Native American ceramics are likely to be found at San Clemente. 

Jumano ceramics are likely to be the Leon Plain type that is found in Toyah Focus sites 

(Kelley 1986:1-10). This pottery was found in quantity at 41 KM 16 (Johnson 1994:187-

210). While the Toyah Focus has not been definitively correlated yvith the Jumanos, the 

occurrences of Toyah Focus skes with known Jumano haunts (Kelley 1986) and the 

contermporaneity between the two certainly point to the possibkity (Kelley 1986). 

Spanish Colonial artifacts will probably be uncommon at San Clemente. The 

Spanish occupation was only six weeks long (Mendoza 1684:61), and a mission was 

established at La Navidad in Las Cmces by the expedkion on the way to San Clemente 

(Mendoza 1684:44-45). This would have limited the suppHes and equipment that were 

taken to San Clemente. In addkion, no mention is made by Mendoza (1684:63) about what 

materials were used to constmct his building at San Clemente. The most likely materials 

are dry-laid rock and/or logs in either a pen or Jacal type constmction. 
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Gunspall (Expected Type 
for San Clemente) 

French, Fine Grade 

Native Manufactured 

English, Fine Grade 

French, Ordinary Grade 

QCR 

English, Ordinary Grade 

^y^iSi J ^ . I97S 

Figure 11 Types of Gunflints. From Hamihon (1987:139). D.C.P. indicates a smaH cone 
of percussion from touching up the flint. 
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Sking the building on top of a hill would make jacal type constmction difficuh if not 

impossible due to the thin surface soil layer precluding the trenching necessary to emplace 

the poles. This would leave dry-laid rock or log pen type constmction as the most likely 

possibkkies. Dry-laid rock stmctures that date to the 1870s are common in this area so 

the simple existence of a stmcture is not by kself indicative of Spanish occupation. The 

relative rarity of European goods among the native population in this area would also 

mitigate against the loss of such items. Such treasures as glass beads, religious medals and 

bks of iron would certainly be cherished and well utkized. Thus, the Spanish Colonial 

artifactual signature of San Clemente is likely to be very slight. 

It is likely that the only expendable supplies brought by the Spanish to San 

Clemente yvith them were ammunition, wine, olive oil, grease, or preserved foods. Liquids 

and some types of preserved foods would have been transported in olive jar type vessels, 

but the vessels would not have been discarded unless broken. The scarcity of these 

ceramics at much longer-occupied skes indicates the incidence of accidental breakage and 

preservation in the archeological record at a short occupation ske would be rare. 

Glass trade beads at San Clemente forming necklaces and/or rosaries given to 

converts would also be an expected artifactual type. At San Saba (Hindes et al. 

1995:45,50) two glass beads were found. One bead is five sided and is 9 millimeters in 

diameter and length. The other is of cobah blue glass and was either distorted by fire or 

was part of a finger ring and was given the twisted shape when k was manufactured. San 

Lorenzo yielded 132 Venerian glass trade beads (TunneH and Newcomb 1969:106-113). 

They fall into three size categories, large, 9 millimeters in diameter; medium, 5 millimeters 

in diameter; and small, 3 millimeters in diameter. Some of them are compound beads wkh 

alternate layers of different colored glass while the others are simple glass beads. A glass 

bead was coHected from the surface of 41 KM 16 but a description of k is not contained in 

the report and k is now lost (Johnson 1994:63). 

jl^^jjyjwhesized Jumano Portion of the Ske 

A survey was conducted along a segment of the North Llano River in 1973 by the 

Texas Department of Transportation (TX DOT) in conjunction yvith the constmction of 
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Interstate Highway 10 (Johnson 1994:1). A site was found at the confluence of the North 

Llano River and Copperas Creek. Montell and Perdiz projectile points, flakes, and 

scrapers were found on the surface of 41 KM 16 (TARL 1971). This ske is on the east 

side of Copperas Creek downhiH from the proposed locarion of San Clemente. Another 

ske on the east bank of Copperas Creek, 41 KM 56, was missed by the first survey but 

uncovered later in a root plowing operation by the landowner, Mr. Kay Cowsert. This site 

contained scattered hearths, scrapers, flakes, and Pedernales, Bulverde, and Montell dart 

points (TARL 1978). 

This area of Texas is pooriy survey archaeologically. Even an important historic 

ske such a Fort Terrett is not officially recorded at TARL. Undoubtedly there are many 

more skes hidden just below the alluvium deposked by the North Llano. 

41 KM 16 was lightly excavated in the summers of 1973, 1976, and 1978 by 

students from Texas Tech University, but nothing was ever published as a result of this 

project. The excavations and surface collecting yielded extensive Neo-lndian (Late 

Prehistoric) deposks, including Perdiz and Harrell arrow points and potsherds (Johnson 

1994:63). 

TX DOT conducted major excavations at the ske in 1973, which revealed both 

early and late Toyah culture components. Hide processing tools predominated at the site 

wkh 93 endscrapers, Harahey knives (18 complete specimens, 24 fragments, and 19 

preform fragments), and 12 large flake knives (Johnson 1994:103, 117, 145). Much bison 

bone was found. The bones present at the ske showed that the kill was made at another 

location and desirable parts were brought to the ske for final processing (Johnson 

1994:259). Possible seasonaHty is shown in that no young calf bones were found 

(Johnson 1994:302-303). This could indicate a late winter/very early spring kiH. Frank A. 

Weir of the TX DOT found a European glass trade bead on the surface at the ske, but no 

further information on this bead is avakable (Johnson 1994:21,63). 

Two ceramic artifacts from 41 KM 16 may be congment with Jumano trade and 

travel patterns. Vessel number 13, represented by a single rim sherd is an eastern Pueblo 

or Apachean type of pottery. The large feldspar inclusions in the matrix might point to an 

astern Pueblo provenance, as similar sherds from the Llano Estacado do not have large 
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feldspar crystals (Johnson 1994:203). This is congment wkh an origination at or near the 

Humano (Gran Quivira) Pueblo in south central New Mexico. Vessel 2 points toward the 

area of San Angelo, Texas, or the Rio de las Perlas, as a place of origin. It is made of a 

white kaolinite that is similar to that found near San Angelo (Johnson 1994:194-196, 205). 

Radiocarbon dates for the Toyah focus component of this ske yielded an age of 

from AD 1312 to AD 1810. The assay wkh the AD 1810 date has a large error factor. 

Johnson (1994: 238-239) suggests an age range of AD 1312 to AD 1674 is more 

appropriate. 

Search for the Ske Location 

The landowners in the hypothesized area of San Clemente were identified through 

the tax records at the Kimball County tax assessor-collector's office. Clint Smith of 

Junction, Texas, owns most of the hill where I believe San Clemente to be located. 

Contacted for permission to conduct a survey, he stated that the top of the hill was under 

lease for rock mining operations and even he could not go up on the hill under the terms 

of the lease. He also stated that archeologists had been in the area "years ago" and found 

nothing of Spanish Colonial age. This is apparently in reference to survey and excavation 

of 41 KM 16 and 41 KM 56. Upon recontacting Mr. Smith at the end of the lease period, 

he told me that a large part of the hill has been removed and the resulting rock has been 

used in the resurfacing of Interstate Highway 10. He stated that when the mining is 

complete k wiH be possible to survey on top of the hiH. As of October 1997, mining is 

continuing in this area and the location is not avakable for survey. Further contact yvill be 

maintained yvith Mr. Smith in the in case the relevant portion of the hill is not destroyed 

and a survey is possible. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

The Buckhollow ske, 41 KM 16, has exactly the type and age of bison hide 

processing artifacts that would be expected in the Jumano portions of the San Clemente 

camp ske. This in kself does not prove the location to be San Clemente. Future survey 

and/or excavation of the hill top wkh the discovery of diagnosric Spanish Colonial material 

is required for any definite identification. Unfortunately, that is impossible at this time due 

to the mining activky on top of the hill. When the mining activity ceases there is a distinct 

possibility that any remains of San Clemente have been destroyed by the mining which 

would forever place in doubt ks location. 

The inability to survey the hilhop due to the mining activity does not, however, 

invahdate the terrain analysis technique. This technique gives as good a congmence as 

can be expected given the often sparse descriptions given in Mendoza's itinerary and the 

limited archeological data from the applicable areas in Southwest and Central Texas. It 

could be used to refine the delineation other routes, such as Captain Marcy's 1849 road 

across the South Plains, or the lesser understood portions of the Lewis and Clark 

expedition. This technique could also be used to locate specific Native American camp 

sites that are clearly identified in historical Ikerature. At least a portion of the artifacts 

found at the camp site would be attributable to the tribe identified as using the site in the 

historical literature. By comparing several such sites a tribal pattem might emerge. 

The topographic map analysis technique provides a usefial means of defining 

potential corridors of movement. Milkary maps can be used to narrow broad corridors to 

specific routes but the milkary roads are not all inclusive of the trails through the area. In 

general, the heavier the milkary activky in a region the better mapped the roads were. The 

officer in charge of each milkary patrol was required to file a report, including a detailed 

map of his route. These patrol reports offer excellent detak on even the lesser used trails. 

Most military officers of the day, especially those educated at West Point wkh its 

engineering curriculum, were good cartographers. Such reports for this area are on file in 

the National Archives, the Frontier Military Museum, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas and at 
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the Fort Concho Museum. There are several of them in the Southwest Collection at 

Texas Tech University. In general, the more often a route was traveled the better it was 

mapped. 

The use of milkary maps should not be relied on independently of the rest of the 

terrain analysis process. Some areas were not patrolled extensively such as the areas 

where European settlement preceded U.S. milkary patrolling, as in the Texas colonies. By 

the time milkary maps were made the constmction of roads may have decreased the 

utilization of portions of the aboriginal routes. Commercial maps may be of help here. By 

1851 fairly complete maps of Texas where avakable but they do not include much detail of 

the Llano Estacado and the Devil's River country. These last two areas had to wait until 

the mid 1870's for more complete route surveys to be made. 

Addkional usefial information can come from longtime local landowners. Such 

statements as "granddad herded sheep from here to Menard by going down Cusenberry 

Draw" points to the use of a route as surely as milkary maps. The only drawback to this 

type of information is ks fragmentary nature (granddad was not as well traveled as the 

Jumano), and the lack of a single reference document describing these routes. The 

military maps offer a more convenient, although not necessarily complete, data set. 

A second result of this research is a more detaked portrayal of Jumano trade 

relationships and their late winter/early spring movement from their villages to the bison 

procurement areas in central Texas. At the time of the Mendoza-Lopez expedkion 

warfare wkh the Apaches greatly restricted Jumano movement and access to resources. 

They were no longer able to move down the Colorado River to visk their Gulf coast and 

east Texas trade partners. Their late winter/early spring trips were abbreviated to the 

Concho/Colorado River areas where they procured bison, pecans, and pearis. They then 

had to turn back to trade at La Junta or wkh the Pueblos. Or, ahematively, they could use 

the longer, less convenient southerly routes to the Guadalupe River, and then to their Gulf 

coast and east Texas markets. This is an interesting look at the dynamic nature of the 

interrelationships between different native groups, definitely affected by the presence of 

Europeans, their trade goods, and the advent of the horse. 
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Another resuh of this research is to push the locarion of San Clemente fijrther 

south than the Colorado River location suggested in the early literature and by State of 

Texas historical markers. The Colorado had definitely been a major route used by the 

Jumanos prior to the outbreak of war with the Apaches, but this warfare pushed them 

south to alternative areas. The North Llano and San Saba rivers were probably favorite 

hunting and pecan procurement areas for the Jumano. The economically valuable 

resources, increased distance from unfriendly northern Indians, good water, and road 

connections wkh different areas made these locations as important as they were later to 

Spanish missionaries, the U.S. Army, and the Comanches. 

The terrain analysis technique described here allows for the delineation of early 

routes where only one kinerary is available. It also can, by comparison with the results, 

provide a cross check with, and enhance the detail of, the historiographic technique used 

by Foster (1995, 1997). An additional use for this technique is as a predictor for the 

location of sites for study. Such areas as trail crossroads, watering places, and resource 

procurement areas will have been likely to have extensive Native American use. By 

checking these areas for a lack of modem disturbance and active soil deposition the 

suitability for archeological study can be somewhat predicted. 

This terrain analysis technique is not a perfect tool for predicting movement routes 

and ske utilization. It is time consuming and somewhat cumbersome, especially when 

surveying large areas. Its usefiilness for rediscovering old roads and resource acquisition 

areas will add to the understanding of the late prehistoric and historic period of human 

activity. 
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